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Messrs. Myron M. Cherry and Robert Graham,

Chicago, Illinois, for the Saginaw
Intervenors (Saginaw Valley Nuclear
Study Group, et al.).

Mr. Howard J. Vogel, Minneapolis, Minn.,
for the Mapleton Intervenors
(Nelson Aeschliman, et al.).

Mr. Milton R. Wessel, New York, N. Y.
(Mr. James N. O'Connor, Midland, Mich.,
with him on the brief), for the
Intervenor Dow Chemical Company.

DECISION

(ALAB-123)

On December 14, 1972, the Licensing Board issued an

initial decision, authorizing the issuance of construction
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permits to the Consumers Power Company (applicant) for the

Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2. Before us are separate sets

of exceptions to that decision which were filed by the

Mapleton and Saginaw Intervenors, as well as a Motion of-

the Saginaw Intervenors dated March 28, 1973 seeking to

supplement the record on appeal with certain " newly dis-

covered information."

| We have heretofore considered and ruled on two of the
1

Saginaw Intervenors' exceptions which we regarded as raising

i questions which should be decided prior to our resolution of

the remaining issues encompassed by the myriad of exceptions

filed. In ALAB-101, RAI-73-2 60 (February 20, 1973), we

denied the Saginaw Intervenors' exception VI. B, insofar as

it sought to disqualify the members of the Licensing Board

because of alleged bias or prejudgment. Subsequently, in

ALAB-106, RAI-73-3 182 (March 26, 1973), we disposed of

the issue which had been raised with respect to quality

assurance and quality control in Saginaw Intervenors'

exception III. F. We now turn to the remaining issues.

An adequate description of the reactor under consid-

eration, and of the procedural background against which we

are responding to various exceptions, appears in ALAB-106,

supra, and need not be here reiterated. Following our
i

issuance of ALAB-106, the Saginaw Intervenors on March 28,

1973, filed with this Board a Motion and Supplement to

- - . -
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their previously filed exceptions, seeking to supplement the
record on appeal with " newly discovered information." That

information consisted of a letter from the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) to the AEC Chairman dated

December 18, 1972, and a responsive letter dated February 3,
1973, both concerning the generic resolution of certain

issues relating to the safety of light-water cooled reactors.

The applicant and staff opposed the motion on grounds of

lack of timeliness and of nonrelevance. While it is not

clear exactly when the Saginaw Intervenors became aware, or

should have become aware, of the exchange of correspondence,

the letters in question are possibly relevant to certain of

the Saginaw Intervenors' exceptions. That being so, and

since in any event the letters are public records on file

in the AEC Public Document Room of which we may take

official notice, we have considered them in reaching the
decision we render today.

Based on our review of the entire record and for
reason:s hereinafter set forth, we find no occasion to

alter the result reached in the initial decision. Accordingly,

that decision, as modified by ALAB-106, is hereby affirmed.

i
1

!
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I.
QUESTIONS RELATING TO INTERVENORS' FAILURE TO FILE ADEQUATE
PROPOSED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

i

Before reaching the merits of any of the specific

exceptions which have been filed, we treat a question upon<

which the Licensing Board focused in its initial decision,
and which also is discussed by the applicant in its briefs

in opposition to the various exceptions -- namely, the failure

of either the Mapleton or Saginaw Intervenors to file adequate
proposed findings of fact and conclusions' of law, and the

effect of such failure upon those parties' further partici-
pation in the proceeding.

1. As the Licensing Board pointed out, the Saginaw Inter-
venors participated in the radiological hearing but not in

the environmental hearing; the Mapleton Intervenors fully
-

participated in the environmental hearing but played a

relatively limited role in the radiological hearing. In

response to the Licensing Board's request, each group sub-

mitted what purported to be proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law.

The Saginaw Intervenors' submission, dated September 15,

1972, expressly stated with respect to environmental 1ssues,

which were considered in the phase of the proceeding in which
the Saginaw Intervenors did not participate, that the inter-

venors had "no conventional findings of fact to set forth."

Concerning radiological issues, where they played a

|
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significant role in developing the record, those inter-

venors stated that they "have not * * * chosen to search

the record and respond to this proceeding by submitting

citations of natters which we believe were proved or
disproved."

The Mapleton Intervenors on September 14, 1972,

submitted proposed findings and conclusions which covered

both radiological and environmental matters but, as the

Licensing Board indicated, fell "far short of the specifi-

cation and detail required by the Regulations".1! We
note in this regard that there was no record citation what-

soever for any of the 37 proposed factual findings, which

in fact were little more than restatements of previously
filed contentions.

.-

The failure of both the Saginaw and Mapleton Inter-

venors to file adequate proposed findings of fact and

conclusions of law highlights what we view as an area of

concern in the functioning of the adjudicatory process in

Commission licensing proceedings -- i.e., the role of

intervenors. Intervenors frequently enter Commission

licensing proceedings, including this one, with

broad and far-ranging contentions. They have been

afforded, and have utilized, the ful.1 range of the

_1/ Initial Decision, at p. 10.

.
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Commission's discovery procedures. But, even after obtaining

a plethora of information through discovery, they have pre-

sented limited direct evidence and have often confined

their evidentiary cases to the conduct of cross-examination.

In this proceeding, they affirmatively failed to file

adequate proposed findings and conclusions, even though

they were asked by the Licensing Board to do so. 2! Now,

after the Licensing Board has issued a decision with which

they disagree in many respects, they file exceptions with

*

this Board which challenge, inter alia, numarous factual

findings of the Licensing Board.

Participation in this manner, in our opinion, subverts

the entire adjudicatory process. .One of the justifications

for public participation in that process is the additional

input which intervenors may contribute to the identification

! and resolution of relevant issues, and the assistance they

may provide an agency in fulfilling its statutory mandates. 5/

In short, the right of participation in an administrative

proceeding carries with it the obligation of a party to

assist in " making the system work" and to aid the agency in
!

| discharging the statutory obligations with which it is charged.

_2/ " Post Hearing Order," dated June 28, 1972.
_3/ Office of Communication of the United Church of Christ v.

F.C.C., 359 F. 2d 994, 1005 (D. C. Cir. 1966); see also
Ernest Gellhorn, "Public Participation in Administrative
Proceedings," 81 Yale Law Journal 359 (January , 1972) .

. . _ _ _ - , _ _ _ .. _ _ _ ~. . _ .
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Section 2.754 of the Commission's Rules of Practice,

10 CFR 52.754, gives a party the right to file proposed ,

findings and conclusions, and also provides that a board
may require that they be filed. In doing so, the rule

recognizes that the filing of proposed findings and con-
clusions by parties is likely to be of substantial

benefit to a licensing board in resolving various questions

which are at issue in a proceeding -- particularly one such

as this which involves complex factual questions and a lengthy

record which includes a variety of expressed opinions on
the various facets of reactor operation. If nothing else,

such proposed findings will assist a board in determining
what issues in fact exist between the parties, and what

issues are either not actually in dispute or not relevant

to the eventual decision which must be rendered.
Recognizing this, the Licensing Board here asked the

parties for proposed findings and conclusions.3 / Compliance

with this request might well have facilitated the decisional
process in this case.

.

For, as the Board noted, the failure

of the Saginaw and Mapleton Intervenors adequately to comply

with the request greatly complicated its task in reaching a
decision, and "has made it virtually impossible in some instances

,

to know whether particular issues are in fact contested." EI

_4/ " Post Hearing Order," dated June 28, 1972.
| _5/ Initial Decisinn, par. 9, at p. 10, fn. 10.

|
|

!
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2. The Commission's Rules of Practice do not man-

date a sanction for failing to file adequate proposed

findings and conclusions, but do provide that such

failure may be deemed a " default" and that "an order or

initial decision may be entered accordingly." 5[ In

treating the intervenors' failure here as a " default,"

the Licensing Board opined that it could strike the inter-

ventions and treat the proceeding as uncontested. 1! It

declined to do so, however, in view of the extensive par-

ticipation of the intervenors in, and their strong influence

on, the conduct of the proceeding. Expressing some reser-

vation over a course of action which would permit inter-

venors to avoid the burden of preparing proposed findings

and at the same time reserve the right to attack the

Board's decision once made !, the Board nevertheless

treated as contested issues of fact those as to which the

t intervenors introduced affirmative evidence or engaged in

substantial cross-examination; and, with respect to con-

clusions of law, it attempted to deal with those questions

which it understood to be raised by the proposed conc 1.u-

sions in the light of earlier contentions of the inter-

venors. The Board left open for our consideration ("when

_6 / 10 CFR E2.754.
_7/ Initial Decision, par. 9, at p. 11.

_8/ Cf_. ALAB-101, RAI-73-2 60, at p. 63 (Feb. 20, 1973).

|
|
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and if there are exceptions") the question of the effect

of the intervenors ' failure to file adequate proposed find-
ings and conclasions.

Since we are obliged to review the Board's initial

decision in this proceeding whether or not exceptions are

filed, we are not inclined to dismiss a party from further

participation as a result of its failure to file proposed
findings and conclusions. But that does not mean that we

cannot take that failure into consideration in ruling upon
exceptions filed by that party. Equity to the various

parties to this proceeding requires that we accord the

failure to file proposed findings some significance, to

avoid the intolerable situation where a party may elect to

remain mute and await the outcome of an
agency's decision and, if it is unfavorable,
attack it on the ground of asserted pro-
cedural defects not called to the agency's
attention when, if in fact they were defects,
they would have been correctible * * *.9/

It is no answer that, as the Saginaw Intervenors'

counsel pointed out at the oral argument before this Board,
the Licensing Board refused to declare the intervenors in
default.33! As we have seen, the Board expressed its dis-

pleasure with the default of the intervenors but left it to

_9/ First-Citizens Bank and Trust Co. v. Camp,
409 F. 2d 1086, 1088-9 (4th Cir. 1969), see
and compare Easton Utilities Commission v.
AEC, 424 F. 2d 847, 851 (D.C. Cir. 1970).

10/ AB Tr. 10.

|
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us to consider an appropriata remedy. Furthermore, the

contention of the Saginaw Intervenors that the Licensing ;

Board unduly proscribed their activities and cross-exami-
|

nation and their right to discovery, so that there in fact
was "no hearing" on the issues which they believe were
significant,11/ s hardly persuasive.i Many issues as to

which the Saginaw Intervenors took a strong position were

the subject of extensive consideration by the Licensing
Board. At least as to those issues, the failure to file
proposed findings represents a clear default. As to the

others, we believe the Licensing Board was entitled to a

post-hearing specification of areas in which the inter-

venors contend that errors were committed.
Accordingly, while we do not exclude the intervenors

from further participation as a result of their failure to
file adequate proposed findings and conclusions, we shall

take this failure into account, particularly in assessing
the adequacy of the specific factual findings which have
been challenged by the intervenors.33[

_

11/ AB Tr. 13.
,

1%/ While ';his discussion has been in terms of the obligations! -- of intervenors, it goes without saying that other parties '

! have the same obligation to file proposed findings and'

conclusions,
t

I
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXCEPTIONS

The more voluminous of the exceptions filed are

those of the Saginaw Intervenors. Covering some 195 pages,

those exceptions are divided into 7 major sections: an

introduction; separate sections dealing with procedural and

substantive matters affecting the radiological portion of

the decision (14 and 6 exceptions, respectively) ; similar
separate sections dealing with procedural and substantive

matters affecting the environmental portion of the decision-

(10 and 12 exceptions, respectively) ; another section deal-

ing with matters affecting the entire initial decision-

(7 exceptions); and a final section containing one "miscel-
laneous" exception. The Mapleton Intervenors have filed

12 exceptions, 4 of which relate to the radiological por-:

!

j tions of the decision, and the remainder of which concern

environmental issues.

There is a significant amourt of subject-matter over-

lap between the two sets of exceptions, and also between

the exceptions filed in various categories of the Saginaw
Intervenors' exceptions. In the interest of clarity, we

have attempted to group the exceptions of both groups

of intervenors into the subject-matter categories to which

they appear to relate, and to deal with the exceptions on
|

! a given subject collectively.

|
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III. FUNCTION OF ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARDS

In considering the substance of the numerous and

broad-reaching exceptions which are before us, we first

discuss an issue which is directly raised by two of the

Saginaw Intervenors' exceptions, and the thrust of which

pervades several others. This issue concerns the scope

of the review performed by the Licensing Board.

1. The Saginaw Intervenors contend that the Board

should have performed an " independent" review of all

sa fety-associated issues (exception II. C.) and of all

issues of an environmental nature (exception IV. A.), whether

or not the issue had been raised by any of the parties.

They assert that the " Commission and the Board have an

obligation independently to consider" all issues, both

safety related and environmental, "whether contested or

uncontested." In addition, with regard to environmental

issues, the intervenors insist that the National Environ-

l3/ (NEPA) and the Calvert Cliffs' decision 1$!mental Policy Act

impose an obligation on an agency to " consider environmental

values at each stage in the administrative process" and that

the agency's sole designee for this purpose is the Licensing

Board.1E!

13/ 42 U.S.C. 4321, et seg.

14/ Calvert Cliffs' Coordinatina Committee, Inc. v. AEC,
449 F. 2d 1109 (D.C. Cir. 1971).

15/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, at p. 55.

-__ - - _ _ __. - . . - . -. ..- -- _ _ . -. . ..
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As we understand it, the intervenors would have the

Licensing Board perform a complete, de novo independent

review of a license application -- completely disregarding
the review already undertaken by the regulatory staff. In

this connection, they find error in the Licensing Board's
having " failed aggressively to take the initiative with
respect to the broad range of environmental values inherent
in the proposal for the plant."15/ They conclude that

the agency (and, hence, here the Licensing
Board) must take the initiative and do its
own analysis even to the point of doing
independent research.17/

2. As intervenors themselves acknowledge, their view

of the function of a licensing board is at odds with that
delineated by the AEC Rules of Practice. The Rules in effect
at the time of the hearing provided, with respect to contested
proceedings such as this one, that the board will resolve

controverted issues as well as decide whether the findings
requisite to a license authorization should be made, but that
with respect to uncontroverted matters, the board is

neither required nor expected to duplicate the
review already performed by the regulatory
staff and the ACRS and they are authorized to
rely upon the testimony of the regulatory staff
and the applicant, and the conclusions of the
ACRS, which have not been controverted by any
party.18/

16/ Id., at p. 56.
17/ Id., at p. 57 (emphasis supplied).
II/ II CFR Part 2, Appendix A, III. (g) (1) . Similar require---

ments appear in the currently effective rules. 10 CFR
Part 2, Appendix A, V. (f) (1) , effective August 28, 1972.

1

-
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These provisions permit a board to accept certain

testimony of the staff and applicant, and conclusions of

the ACRS, on uncontested issues; although they do not -- as

the intervenors contend -- direct a board to do so.1E! It

is clear that the Board here in fact rendered an independent
; analysis not only of contested issues but also of those
;

aspects of the application which it viewed as "new or

unusual," whether or not contested.2p/ In doing so, it

conformed to the standards imposed by the Rules of

Practice. 1!

|

|

--19/ It is interesting to observe in this connection that
the Saginaw Intervenors themselves, in their exception
II. I., fault the Licensing Board for allegedly failing
to rely on the ACRS conclusions in non-controverted
safety areas -- and thus, by inference, for acting
independently. However, as we have seen, the regu-
lations permit but do not require reliance on ACRS
conclusions on uncontested matters.

20/ Initial Decision, par. 11.

21/ Intervenors concede that the Licensing Board followed
these standards, but they challenge the legality of
those standards. (Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions,
at pp. 15-16, 58.) While it does not appear that
this challenge was advanced below in accordance with the
then applicable so-called Calvert Cliffs doctrine, we
consider it on the merits, infra pp. 15-17.

-- ---- -
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3. A licensing board in a construction permit pro-

ceeding such as this is expected to evaluate independently

and resolve the appropriate contentions of the various parties,
to assure itself that the regulatory staff's review has,

been adequate, and to inquire further into areas where it

may perceive problems or find a need for elaboration.

If it finds itself not satisfied with the adequacy or com-
pleteness of the staff review, or of the evidence presented

in support of the license application, it may, for example,
reject the application, or may require further development
of the record to support such application. In that con-

nection, it may issue an order which in effect requires
one or more of the parties to perform additional
research. But for the Board to duplicate the role of'the

staff, or for it to perform independent basic research, is
inconsistent with its adjudicatory role and beyond the scope
of its delegated authority.

The intervenors have not brought to our attention any
authority -- and we are not independently aware of any --
which would require the licensing board or other trier of.

fact in a construction permit proceeding to extend the

scope of review contemplated under Commission regulations.

In the environmental area, the Calvert Cliffs' decision,
which is cited by the intervenors, made it clear that

.

- ., .___,y. -,, _ . _ _ _ . -_...w__.. . - . _ _ , . ..._.,..~.,-.r.,....mm..m. , ~ . . , _ . . , , ,_-,w.- .. . _ . . .c,,m_ . . . ,. , -,,~,.
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NEPA requires the Commission and other agencies "to consider

environmental issues just as they consider other matters j

within their mandates."22/ The court did go on to set

forth its oft-quoted pronouncement that the Commission

could not " simply * * * sit back, like an umpire, and

resolve adversary contentions at the hearing * * *,"23,/ But

that observation was prompted by then-existing AEC regu-

lations which, among other things, precluded a board in a

construction permit hearing from considering environmental

matters unless they were raised as contested issues, even

though the same board was permitted to consider radiological

safety issues, whether or not contested. Far different

regulatory requirements are governing here, which impose

no .tuch prohibition on a board's consideration of environ-

mental matters.2S! Under these requirements, the Board in

this proceeding considered certain environmental matters

on its own initiative, E.g., Tr. 7368-7542, 7556-72.

In sum, Calvert Cliffs', as well as the other cases

| cited by intervenors, require no independent research by

the Board; moreover, they do not require the Board to

22/ Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Committee, Inc. v. AEC,
supra, at p. 1112.

23/ Id., at pp. 1118-19.

--24/ 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix D, as revised September 9,
1971 (36 F.R. 18071).

.

% * -
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duplicate the analysis previously performed by the staff.
What Calvert Cliffs' requires is an " independent review of

staff proposals" by the Board,2E! and conclusions indepen-

dently arrived at on the basis of evidence in the record,
including the staff's Final Environmental Statement.21/

The Board performed that review in this case. Exceptions

II. C. and IV. A. are accordingly rejected.

25/ Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Committee, Inc., v. AEC, f*

supra, at p.1118.

--26/ Greene County Planning Board v. FPC, 455 F. 2d 412
(2d Cir. 1972), also cited by intervenors, invalidated
FPC procedures which permitted the holding of a final
hearing prior to the preparation of any environmental
statement by the agency. The court held that the
agency's statement must be considered at such a hearing.
Here, the agency's final environmental statement was
considered. The Greene County court specifically
sanctioned the procedural requirement of AEC regulations
(at p. 422).

_- --. ._, -.. . - - .-- .. -- --. ..- - -
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IV. LIMITATION OF ISSUES |

1

|
Several of the exceptions of the Saginaw Intervenors

take issue with various rulings of the Licensing Board

which precluded them from raising, and presenting evidence

and conducting cross-examination concerning, certain speci-
fied issues. In this portion of the decision we shall deal
with these contentions seriatim.22/

1. In exception II. B, the Saginaw Intervenors challenge
the rulings of the Licensing Board which sustained the

applicant's objections to answering two interrogatories1

(numbers 92 and 210) which had been propounded to it by-

the 'intervenors. 28/ The exception asserts that,by up-
holding these objections, the Board " ruled that reactor

pressure vessel failure and the probability of such failure
were not issues in the proceeding" and " prevented the inter-

venors from raising a valid issue in the proceeding."22/
| The intervenors further claim that such ruling foreclosed

them "from securing information in order to make any showing
of special circumstances."2S/,

22/ Contentions that the Licensing Board did not permit
intervenors to litigate certain ECCS issues are dealt
with separately in Part V of this decision, infra pp. 29-30.

28/ "First Set of Interrogatories of Certain Intervenors
Directed to Consumers Power Co.," dated March 22, 1971.

29/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, at p. 10.
30/ Id., at p. 11.

|

!
|
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We disagree. Neither of the interrogatories called for
an evaluation of the possibility or probability of pressure,

vessel failure. Rather, they assumed pressure vessel failure

and called upon the applicant to describe and analyze potential
consequences thereof. Thus, interrogatory 92 sought an
analysis of the consequences of a situation in which a simul-

taneous loss-of-coolant accident and pressure vessel fracture
were hypothesized. Interrogatory 210 was apparently directed

_

to an analyses of the consequences of a situation where

multiple failures of independent engineered safeguards were

assumed -- a situation comparable to that which was the sub-

ject of a contention in the Point Beach 2 proceeding
which we specifically ruled did not raise the question of
the likelihood or probability of a sudden pressure vessel
rupture. ALAB-80.3M

The Licensing Board itself obviously viewed the
i

interrogatories in the context of an analysis of the con-

sequences of rupture, since it sustained objections to
each of them on the ground that

the questions call for analysis of the con-
sequences of an accident which if found to
De a credible accident would require denial
of the construction ' permit.32 /

|
30/ Wisconsin Electric Power Co., et al., ALAB-80,

WASH-1218 (Suppl. 1) 544 (Nov. 14, 1972).
i

jg/ " Rulings with respect to objections to interrogatories,"
dated May 13, 1971, at pp. 1, 2 (emphasis supplied).

,
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The Commission has held that the issue of pressure vessel

failure is not automatically to be considered in a licensing
proceeding. In its Memorandum and Order in the Indian Point 2
proceeding,22! which the intervenors invoke as a basis for

their contention that pressure vessel rupture is an appro-
priate issue for this proceeding, the Commission indicated,

that the probability of a rupture of the pressure vessel is

so low that it becomes an appropriate area of inquiry'in a
licensing proceeding only upon a showing of "special cir-

i

cumstances." A showing of "special circumstances" requires

more than a mere allegation thereof; and a Board is authorized
to exclude contentions or challenges "which have no sub-
stantial or prima facie basis".2SI

Intervenors have made no showing of special circum-

stances which would warrant the Board's consideration of
the issue of pressure vessel rupture. Moreover, as we have

seen, intervenors' interrogatories 92 and 210 were not designed
to elicit information concerning special circumstances; their
denial thus could not have the effect of foreclosing

33/ In the Matter of Consolidated Edison Co. of New York| (Indian Point Unit No. 2) , Docket No. 50-247, Commission
| Memorandum and Order dated October 26, 1972.

34/ Id., at p. 4, fn. 5.

I
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intervenors from securing such information. Therefore,

intervenors' assertion that they were improperlv denied
discovery which would enable them to determine whether

"special circumstances" exist is patently without merit.
Intervences' exception II. B. is accordingly denied.

s

2. In exception II. L. the Saginaw Intervenors con-

tend that the Licensing Board " unlawfully" restricted

inquiry (by denying the issuance of subpoenas) on the

designs of vendors in competition with Babcock & Wilcox,

Inc., the vendor of the reactor in this proceeding. They

urge that the Commission is ignoring its health and safety
responsibilities by (1) granting proprietary protection to

i

certain information furnished by the applicant and vendor,

and (2) " refusing to make comparisons between competing
nuclear safety systems." They specifically cite the

Board's refusal to issue subpoenas for certain Westinghouse
information regarding reagent spray systems, and our

,

affirmance of that ruling in ALAB-35. N

35/ ALAB-35, WASH-1218 241 (Sept. 21, 1971).

|

1

?
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The views which we expressed in ALAB-35 are

dispositive of the issues raised in this exception, and we
find nothing in this exception or in the record of this
proceeding which would cause us to modify those views.
Exception II. L. is accordingly denied.

.s

3. In exception II. D, the Saginaw Intervenors assert

that the Licensing Board denied them due process by restricting
their right of cross-examination. They contend that the

Board "in effect" adopted a " rule" that had been suggested
by the applicant, which precluded the intervenors from con-

ducting cress-examination "unless they made a prima facie

showing and were prepared to submit direct evidence" on the

invalidity of the information to which cross-examination
was directed. 3f/ Intervenors claim that they were thereby
deprived of rights guaranteed them by the Administrative

Procedure Act and the Commission's Rules of Practice.
The Board adopted no such " rule." Pather it

stated:

The Board has rejected [ applicant's counsel's]
request to permit no cross-examination until
an affirmative case is established on particular
points, and the Board will continue to reject
[ applicant's counsel's] argument if it is
advanced. It seems to us better to take each

36/ Saginaw Intervenors ' Exceptions, p.17.=

,

S
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issue as it comes up and to decide in con-
nection with each issue whether it is one
in which we think the process can be fruitful.27/

On this basis, the Licensing Board permitted extensive

cross-examination on the 50% halogen release assumption

(from TID 14844) used by the staff, to which exception II. D.
is addressed. Only when the Board found that no further

repetitive cross-examination would be useful did it limit
it by requiring some affirmative showing as a basis for the

continuation of such cross-examination.

While opportunity for reasonable cross-examination is

provided by the Administrative Procedure Act and the Com-

mission's Rules of Practice, there is no right to unlimited
cross-examination. A party is only entitled to conduct

"such cross-examination as may be required for a full and

true disclosure of the facts."]8/ And presiding officers

or licensing boards are specifically authorized to " regulate
the course of the hearing."EE/ As is.made clear by the '

legislative history of the Administrative Procedure Act,
presiding officers are called upon

to make the necessary initial determination
whether the cross-examination is pressed to

11/ Tr. 1894.
3g/ 5 U.S.C. 556(d); 10 CFR 52.743(a).

33/ 5 U.S.C. 556 (c) (5) ; 10 CFR E2.718(e). See International
liarvester Co. v. Ruckelshaus, - F. 2d - , slip opinion
p. 22 (D. C. Cir. February 10, 1973).

- _ _ ._ __ __- _ . _ - . _.,_ __.. __-
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unreasonable lengths by a party or whether
it is required for the " full and true
disclosure of the facts * * *40/

The Licensing Board made that determination with respect,

inter alia, to the cross-examination on the 50% halogen release
assumption. In our opinion, it did not abuse its discretion
in that regard. Exception II. D. is accordingly denied.

4. Equally without merit are several exceptions con-

tending in essence that the Licensing Board improperly placed

the burden of proof on the intervenors to show the plant
should not be built,

In exception II. E. the Saginaw Intervenors recitea.

the applicable regulations which require a license applicant
to assume the burden of proof to establish his entitlement
to a license.41/-

The intervenors then refer to the matter
of the alleged limitation on cross-examination with which we

have just dealt, as well as to several statements of the
Licensing Board which purportedly reflect a " shift [of] the
initial burden of challenge to Intervenors."A !

gq/ Administrative Procedure Act -- Legislative History,S. Doc. 248, 79th Cong., 2d Sess., at p. 271.
41/ 10 CFR 510.732,

42/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, p. 19.i

i

!

l

;

.
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Specifically, intervenors quote Dr. Hall as stating
that they "have to convince" the Board that "it [the reactor]
is improper."$1/ But they fail to perceive that, in con-

text, Dr. Hall was merely stating the obvious proposition

that each party to the proceeding had the responsibility,
if it were to prevail, of convincing the Board of the
merit of its contentions.

Similarly, the intervenors refer to what they charac-

terize as a Board " ruling * * * that the Regulatory Staff's

submissions are prima facie reasonable unless rebutted by
in*9rvenors."$I! However, the Board's statement was made in

the course of a discussion of whether, and with what quantum

of proof, an intervenor could " challenge the whole develop-
ment of AEC regulations and standards as applied to

reactors * * * assumptions which were adopted in 1962 and

have been under process of evolution in the period since
then."$5! In this limited context, the statement was

proper.

The exception is denied.

43/ Tr. 1048.

| --44/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, p. 20. The Board's
! statement in question appears at Tr. 1893.
| 45/ Tr. 1890, 1891.

|

9
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b. The Saginaw Intervenors also allege an improper
shift in the burden of proof in the Board's consideration
of environmental issues. Their exception IV. E. states

that the Board applied an erroneous burden of proof in

assuming that, once a need for electricity has been

established, NEPA requires a showing of overriding special
environmental damage to offset such need. They assert

that the Licensing Board adopted the applicant's con-

clusions that there was a need for power, "without

analyzing the purposes for (which] such assumed elec-

tricity would be used"; and, then, required a special
showing of environmental damage to outweigh the benefits

to be derived from meeting such need. As a result, they

contend, the Board engaged in an unlawful weighing of

factors in favor of the development of nuclear energy.

To support this exception, the intervenors quote

three sentences from the initial decision. But the

sentences are taken out of context and, in our opinion,

do not support the proposition for which they are cited.

In its environmental review and balancing, the Board

identified and discussed both benefits and costs and finally

.
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concluded that the " benefits outweigh the costs." It was

in the context of its discussion of the extensive evidence
on this record purporting to establish a need for the

facility that the Board made its statement that "special
environmental damage" must be shown to outweigh the evidence

of need shown on this particular record. Similarly, the

Board's statement that there is no way in which the loss

of flora and fauna "in a site of this kind" can outweigh
the benefits of supplying the need was the result of its

balance of the loss of flora and fauna from a vacant lot
in an industrial area against the benefits of meeting
the need for electricity, as indicated by evidence of
record.

Finally, the Board's statement that a judgment has
| been made in the Atomic Energy Act that atomic energy "must"

be used for production of electricity was made in the con-

text of a discussion of evaluating the environmental effects
of low-level radioactive discharges, and the claim that
plants should not be licensed until all of those effects
are ascertained. In that context, we believe that the

statement should be interpreted to mean that the Commission

must exercise its licensing authority if all applicable
requirements which are prerequites to the exercise of that

authority (environmental as well as radiological) have been
satisfied.dE!

46/ Viewed in this manner, the statement negates the con-~-

tentions made in Saginaw Intervenors' exception VI. C.|

_
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In context, there is nothing in these statements which
represents a lack of regard for environmental values.

Indeed, they represent only one aspect of the Board's

evaluation and balancing of environmental considerations.

To be sure, the intervenors may question the balance

reached by the Board, but we see nothing to indicate

that the Board applied an incorrect burden of proof as
to environmental isaues. And as ill be seen later,

the Board correctly declined to evaluate the particular
uses that would be made of the electricity produced,
although it did find that the postulated demand would

be made up of normal industrial residential use.il/
Accordingly, exception IV. E, is denied.1E!

;_47 See Part XI. 3.a of this decision, infra, p. 74 et seq.
4&' The burden-of-proof question has also been raised~-

in Exception III. E, as part of a discussion of
the Board's handling of the synergism issue. We
will deal with all aspects of the synergism issue
in Part VIII of this decision, infra, p. 48 ett seq.

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . ._ __ _ _ _ . _ _
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V. ECCS ISSUES

The exceptions of both the Saginaw and Mapleton

Intervenors raise questions concerning the reactor

emergency core cooling system (ECCS). In general,

these exceptions fall into two general types: those

challenging the validity of the Commission's ECCS

Criteria,49/ and those challenging the conformance--

of the Midland ECCS to those Criteria.5U

We have already held that a licensing board may not

entertain an attack upon the Interim Acceptance Criteria.

The only question that may be litigated in an individual

licensing proceeding is whether the ECCS of the reactor

inissueconformstothoseCriteriakb/

49 / Saginaw Intervenors' exceptions II.J. and III.A.,-~~

and Mapleton Intervenors' exception 4.

50_/ Saginaw Intervenors' exception III.B.

51/ Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-57, WASH-1218 435
(June 20, 1972); Wisconsin Electric Power Co.,
et al. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 2) , ALAB-78,
WASH-1218 (Suppl. 1) 517, 523-24 (November 10,
1972) ; Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power
Station) , ALAB-83, WASH-1218 (Suppl. 1) 552
(December 4, 1972). See also Consolidated Edison
Co. (Indian Point Unit No. 2), ALAB-46, WASH-1218
793 (March 10, 1972); Baltimore Gas & Electric Co.,
Docket Nos. 50-317 and 50-318, Commission Memoran-
dum and Order dated September 13, 1972, at p. 3.

_
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As for the conformance of the Midland ECCS to the

Interim Criteria, the Saginaw Intervenors, in exception
III.B., contend that the applicant "has not submitted

evidence in order to meet Criteria Nos. 3 and 4 of the
Interim Acceptance Criteria". They reason that our

prior ruling in ALAB-46, supra, requires only that an

applicant demonstrate conformance to the appropriate

evaluation model; that this ruling is in error; and that
a computation pursuant to the evaluation models does not

necessarily demonstrate compliance with these criteria.

Since, as the Licensing Board explicitly found, the
intervenors did not contest below the compliance of the
proposed reactor with the Interim Criteria 52/ there is

no necessity for us to entertain these assertions. In

any event, we note that the identical assertions were

recently made and rejected by us in the Indian Point 2
proceedingr / We adhere to the reasons there assigned

53

for that rejection.

52/ Initial Decision, par. 40.

53/ Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point Unit No. 2) ,
ALAB-95, RAI-73-1 33 (January 18, 1973).

.
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VI. LIMITATION OF INTERVENORS' DISCOVERY

Certain of the exceptions filed by both groups of
intervenors challenge the extent of discovery which the

intervenors were accorded under various rulings of the

Licensing Board and, on one occasion, by one of our
decisions.54/.

-

1. Exception II. A. of tha Saginaw Intervenors

questions the Licensing Board's rulings disallowing cer-
tain interrogatories addressed by the intervenors to the

staff and the Commission's Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards (ACRS). Exception II. N. has a somewhat

similar thrust, questioning the rulings of the Licensing
Board as well as our own ruling (ALAB-33)bE/ disallowing

certain of the intervenors' document requests. Since

both of these exceptions bear to some extent upon the

appropriate role of the ACRS in a proceeding such as

this, we will also take this opportunity to consider two
other exceptions (II. H. and I.) pertaining to the
reports of the ACRS on the Midland reactors.

5F The alleged limitations which we here discuss are--

those occasioned by the nature of the information
requested or the identity of the person or persons
from whom such information was sought, and do not
include those arising as a result of thei

i exclusion of issues which the intervenors sought to
inject into this proceeding. For a discussion of,

I

some of these issues, see Parts IV and V of this
decision, supra.

5_5/ ALAB-33, WASH-1218 225 (September 3,1971) .
.

.- -
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a. Section 182b. of the Atomic Energy Act, 42
U.S.C. 2232(b), directs the ACRS to review each con-

struction permit or operating license application, and

to submit a report thereon "which shall be made part
of the record of the application and available to the

public" (with limited exceptions not here relevant) . The

ACRS letter is only admitted as part of the record to

show compliance with statutory requirements and not for
the truth of any of the statements therein.55[ However,

the AEC Rules of Practice provide that in uncontested

cases, and in contested cases with respect to issues

which are not controverted by any party, a licensing
board may rely on the " conclusions of the ACRS."51!

b. In exception II. A. the Saginaw Intervenors

claim they were denied "due process" by the failure of

the Licensing Board to require the Regulatory Staff or
the ACRS to answer interrogatories directed to both

radiological and environmental issues.

--56/ Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (Point Beach Nuclear
Plant, Unit 2), ALAB-78, WASH-1218 (Suppl. 1) 517,
527 (November 10, 1972); Arkansas Power and Light Co.
(Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 2), ALAB-94, RAI-73-1 25
(January 18, 1973).

57/ 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix A, III(g) (regulations in
effect prior to August 28, 1972); similar require-
ments now appear in Part 2, Appendix A, V(f) (1)
and (2).

--. . - - . _ .
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The Licensing Board in fact directed the staff to

answer many interrogatories but sustained objections to'

others, principally on the ground of undue burden.5_8_,/

The Board also noted that many of the interrogatories

directed at the staff were not propounded to seek facts

but, rather, to inquire into the thought processes of
the staff and its rationale for reaching certain decisions.
Thus, the Board stated:

It is perhaps not an exaggeration to say
that complete answers to these interrog-
atories would require the staff to prepare
a justification, intelligible to laymen,
of the whole history of the development
of pressurized water reactors * * * 59/

Moreover, in refecting interrogatories on environmental

matters, the Board took into account that many of those

interrogatories were simply resubmissions of interrogatories
previously disallowed, and that the intervenors had failed

to show why the earlier rulings no longer applied.5SI

Under 10 CFR 92.718, the Board has broad dis'-

cretionary authority to confine discovery within reasonable
limits. Absent an abuse of discretion affecting substantial

!
!

~~58/ ASLB telegrams of May 13 and May 27, 1971,
and " Rulings on Interrogatories Addressed to the
AEC Staff," dated June 1, 1971. See also Tr. 1879.

59/ June 1, 1971" Rulings ," at pp. 2-3.

60/ " Order With Respect to Various Motions Filed in
This Proceeding," dated December 22, 19 71, p . 16.

.
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rights of a party, a board's rulings will not be disturbed.51/
We find no such abuse of discretion here.

The major emphasis in exception II. A. is uponc.

the Licensing Board's denial of all interrogatories directed
to the ACRS. We have previously stressed, in holding that

ACRS report could not be admitted into evidence for thean

truth of the matters stated therein, that the " persons
responsible for the report (the members of the ACRS) are

not subject to being examined by the parties or the Board"

with reference to the contents of the report.12/ That being
so, the denial of all of the intervenors' interrogatories
directed to the ACRS was plainly correct.5 !

61/ Cf. Bell v. Swift & Co., 283 F. 2d 407, 409~~

(5th Cir. 1960).

62/ Arkansas Power and Light Co. (Arkansas Nuclear One--

Unit M. ALAB-94, supra, at p. 32, citing a Commission
order of January 26, 1972 in the ECCS rulemaking pro-
ceeding, Docket No. RM-50-1).

--63/ Exception II. H. of the Saginaw Intervenors represents
another view of the same issue. It challenges the
admission into evidence of the report and letter of the
ACRS without according the intervenors an opportunity
to question the truth, validity or authenticity of the
statements made therein. Since the documents were not
admitted for the truth of the matters stated therein
but "for the sole purpose of showing compliance with
the statute" (Initial Decision, par. 1, fn. 2; Tr.
1881-2, 1895), the manner in which the ACRS arrived at
the views which it expressed is irrelevant here. Discovery
thereon is not required. Moreover, the instances which

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
!

|
t
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2. Exception II. N. raises a similar question regarding

the propriety of the Licensing Board's denial of docunent

discovery against the ACRS. For reasons indicated above,

such discovery is not available under existing Conmission
,

procedures. The Licensing Board committed no error.

Exception II. M. also objects to our ruling in ALTi3-33-4/6

concerning the discovery of privileged documents. Since no

valid reason for us to change that ruling has been set forth,

we decline to do so.

63/ FM. 63 CONTINUED) intervenors cite as showing sub-
-- stantive relianco by the Licensing Board on hCPS

statenents are misplaccd; they either do not nontion
or concern the ACRS, or reflect the Licensing Board's
ruling limiting its reliance upon the ACRS report to
es tablishing that the statutory directions appearing
in Section 182b, of the Atomic Energy Act had been
satisfied. In our view, the Licensing Board did not
assign any independent probative value to any state-
ments in the ACRS report.

6 4 / ALAB-3 3, WASII-1218 225 (September 3, 1971).
__

.
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VII. SUITABILITY OF THE MIDLAND SITE

Several of the Saginaw Intervenors' exceptions relate

to the suitability of the Midland plant site for its intended

use, both from a safety and an environmental standpoint. In

our opinion, none of these exceptions is meritorious.

1. Exception III. D. asserts that there is no basis

in the record for the Licensing Board's finding that the

requirements of 10 CFR Part 100 have been satisfied. The

intervenors advance two independent bases for this contention.

First, they insist that Part 100 incorporates, as a guide,
65/

T.I.D. 14844;-that if an applicant does not wish to follow

T.I.D. 14844, it must demonstrate the applicability of

alternative criteria; and that the applicant and staff, in

asserting that the Midland application satisfied the

requirements of Part 100, relied on Safety Guide 4 rather

than T.I.D. 14844 without providing an adequate justifi-

cation. Intervenors add that had T.I.D. 14844 been used,

the Midland site would have been found " unacceptable."[6/

Secondly, the intervenors contend that the Licensing

|
Board's judgment as to site acceptability was conditioned

on its finding that the emergency plans met the requirements

of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E; and that the evidence of

record provides "no support" for such a finding. Intervenors

argue that the Board-was required not only to determine that

~~65/ " Calculation of Distance Factors for Power and Test
Reactor Sites", dated March 23, 1962.

66,/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, p. 53-12.

!
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an adequate plan existed but also that it was workable;

and that, absent such a determination, the Licensing
Board had no basis for concluding that the Midland site
was suitable.

Turning first to the question of the generala.

criteria which the applicant has utilized to establish its
compliance with 10 CFR Part 100 (" Reactor Site Criteria"),

the intervenors appear to read Part 100 as a completely
frozen statement of exact procedures to be followed for

the evaluation of reactor sites. On the theory that the

procedural methods and site calculations developed in
T.I.D. 14844 have been incorporated by reference into

Part 100, they reason that the record must at least

adequately demonstrate a valid reason for deviating from
those procedures and calculations. Finding such a

I deviation in the applicant's and staff's admitted reliance
l on safety Guide 4 -- which, among other things, sanctions

a Board's consideration for site evaluation purposes of

engineered safeguards such as emergency core cooling

systems - ,the intervenors assert that the record fails

to demonstrate the reliability of engineered safeguards
|

and hence fails to provide an adequate basis for the

Board to rely on Safety Guide 4.

This argument ignores 10 CFR E100.10, which in describ-

ing various factors which the Commission will take into

account in evaluating site acceptability, specifically

. _. . _. - -
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sanctions the consideration of, inter alia, " safety features
that are to be engineered into the facility ". 10'CFR
5100.10 (a) (4 ) . It also ignores the actual content of

Safety Guide 4. It is true that Part 100 provides (in a
footnote) that T.I.D. 14844 may be used for guidance and

that the calculations in that document may be used as a point

of departure for consideration of particQlar site require-
ments. But the basic requirements of paragraphs la, Ib and

Ic of Safety Guide 4 (which intervenors claim has been
improperly substituted for T.I.D. 14844) are essentially
the same as those in T.I.D. 14844. Paragraph Id of

Safety Guide 4 merely permits the applicant to take credit

for the reduction in the amount of radioactive material
available for leakage due to containment space, failure

systems and other engineered safety factors -- a provision
clearly consistent with 10 CFR 3100.10(a). Paragraph le

of Safety Guide 4 is slightly different from assumption 4
of T.I.D. 14844, in that the rate of leakage from the

containment is reduced after 24 hours because of the

decrease in pressure in the containment; but, again,this
provision is consistent with 10 CPR 3100.10 (a) .

Not only is it consistent with Part 100 for a board

to take account of engineered safeguards such as an

emergency core cooling system, but there is also no require-,

ment that there be a demonstration on the record of the

, - . - _ _ _ _ -
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effectiveness of such a system -- assuming, of course,
that applicable criteria have been established and
that the system complies with the such criteria. If

an ECCS meets such criteria, "the Commission has judged
it to be acceptable."b1! The Licensing Board found con-

formance of the Midland ECCS with applicable criteria,5E!

and we have earlier (Part V, supra) rejected the

Saginaw Intervenors' exception on that issue. Accordingly,

it was appropriate for the Licensing Board to take into

account the emergency core cooling system in its deter-

mination that the plant conformed to the requirements of
Part 100.

Intervenors also object to what they describe as one

of the assumptions of both T.I.D. 14844 and Safety Guide 4 --

that the fission product release contemplated by those
documents is conservative only if the ECCS is "almost or

100% effective." They contend that

[o]nly pursuant to such an assumption can
one say that an arbitrary release of fission
products less than the total fission inventory
of the core is conservative.69/

\

67/ Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point #2) , ALAB-46,-~

WASil-1218 293, 302 (March 10, 1972) .

68/ Initial Decision, par. 40.

| 69/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, p. 53-15.
|

|
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This contention derives no support from the record,
which clearly shows (Tr. 1867-8) that the amount of

radioactive releases from the core used in T.I.D. 14844
calculations assumes essentially 100% meltdown of the

It is only under conditions of complete failurecore.

of the ECCS that such a complete meltdown might possibly

occur. The fission-release values are therefore conservative
even under partial operation of the ECCS. While the inter-
venors disagree with this, they did not produce any contrary
evidence in spite of an invitation by the Board for them
to do so. (Tr. 1890-93). Accordingly, we find no reason

to find fault with the Board's utilization of the guide-
lines of Safety Guide 4 in its determination regarding

conformance to Part 100, or to upset its findings regarding
site suitability under Part 100 which are premised upon
the criteria of Safety Guide 4.-0/7

b. The second aspect of intervenors' challenge

to the Part 100 findiry- ?;31ves from the Board's accept-
ance of the applicant's proposed emergency evacuation

70--/ Intervenors further claim in this regard that the
Licensing Board was uninterested in the whole concept
of the safety of the people in the Midland community.
Neither the pages of the transcript quoted by the inter-
venors (Tr. 1679-1887 and Tr. 1610-1667) nor any other

,

part of the record discloses any indication of anysuch disinterest by the Board.
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plan. The Board considered the evacuation plan not only

from the standpoint of whether it satisfied the require-
.

ments of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E (" Emergency Plans

for Production and Utilization Facilities") but also as
an element in satisfying the requirements of Part 100.

Thus, it found that the residential population within

the low population zone is "well within acceptable
limits," as defined by Part 100; but that the tran-

sient population within such zone -- primarily employees

of Dow -- is " unusually large" and acceptable under

Part 100 only on the assumption of an effective evac-

uation plan.11/

With respect to the plan itself, the Licensing Board
noted that it had given particular consideration to the

evacuation procedures of Dow. The Board had found a -

plan which had been initially proposed, and which had '

-

been developed prior to the promulgation of Appendix E,

to be " inadequate," and had required the applicant to
submit a revised plan. The Board ruled that the revised
plan conforms to the requirements of Appendix E.22/

|

,

ll/ Initial Decision, par. 16.

22/ _Id. , par. 33.

I
1

.
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In making its determination regarding conformance of

the plan with both Appendix E and Part 100, the Licensing

Board interpreted the regulations as requiring only a

discussion of preliminary plans " sufficient * * * to assure
the compatibility of proposed emergency plans" with the

plant location, and not " specific proposals. "J3/ Specifically

discounting the testimony of a witness of Saginaw Intervenors,
the Board found that " timely evacuation is rer7onably
assured."23/

The Saginaw Intervenors question the legal

test adopted by the Licensing Board in this regard; they
claim that the Board was required to investigate and make

findinga regarding the workability of the plan. Their

argument is somewhat analagous to that which they made --

and which we accepted -- with regard to the quality

assurance (QA) plan under consideration in this proceeding.
See ALAB-106.25I

.

But QA plans and emergency evacuation.

plans are not at all comparable and the respective regu-
latory requirements differ substantially. We held in ALAB-106
that at least in certain situations a licensing board at
the construction permit stage must look into the workability

73/ Id., par. 32.
74 / Id., par. 33.

75/ RAI-73-3 182 (March 26, 1973).
I

i

.

:
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of QA plans; those plans are used during the plant's

construction and are a vital component of the Commission's

safety program applicable to such construction. In con-,

trast, emergency evacuation plans play no such role during

construction, and the requirements of Appendix E recognize
that fact.1b/

In their challenge to the Board's findings concerning
the emergency plan, the intervenors cite both Section II

and IV of Appendix E as the sources of the rules applicable
in this proceeding. Our review of the initial decision

convinces us that the Board correctly applied the criteria

of Section II, which governs plans at the construction

permit stage; and that it was not required to apply the
criteria of Section IV, which deals with the content of

plans to be submitted at the operating-license stage in
the Final Safety Analysis Report.

Intervenors also claim that the Board erroneously
disregarded testimony of the witnesses that it was im-

possible to evacuate either the low population zone or the

City of Midland in the time required by the regulations.

The regulations require a showing of the possibility of
evacuation only from the low population zone,21/ and only

76/ 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, Sections II, III and IV.

77/ 10 CFR E100.3.

-. ..-- . .- . .. -- .... . --
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one outlying area of the City of Midland (primarily occupied
by Dow) falls within that zone. There is ample evidence of

record which indicates that' evacuation of the low popu-
.

lation zone within the requisite time period is feasible.21/
.

Accordingly, there was warrant for the Board's findings on
this subject.

2. Mapleton Intervenors' exception 2 is directed to

the Board's finding that the residential population in the
low population zone is "within acceptable limits."11! These

intervenors claim that this finding was made without any
reference either to the criteria applied to determine
what limits are acceptable, or to the justification for .

those criteria.

We note first that Mapleton Intervenors failed to
raise below an issue concerning the residential population

of the low population zone and hence should not be permitted
to raise it before us. On the merits, however, it is

obvious from the initial decision that the Licensing Board,

as it was required to do, evaluated the residential population

7 8 / See , Je.., Tr. 2604-15, 2664-83, 3096-3266, 3282, 3286-7,~~

3397-3400. Intervenors assert that their witness testi-
fled that it would take "at least four hours to evacuateDow." Exceptions p. 53-19. In fact, their witness
testified not that it would take "at least four hours"to evacuate Dow but, rather,that he estimated "that it
would take two-and a-half to four hours." (Tr. 4775.)

79 / Initial Decision, par.16. See further discussion
supra, pp. 40-41.
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of the low population zone in accordance with the criteria

in 10 CFR 9100.3(b). Moreover, tha record adequately

supports the acceptability of the low population zone.80/-

This exception is denied.

3. Saginaw Intervenors' contention IV. J. asserts

that, in the environmental phase of the initial decision,

the Board should have analyzed the adequacy of Part 100

and of Appendix E to Part 50. The intervenors base this

contention on the " peculiar circumstances of the site"

which, they contend, require an analysis from an environ-

mental standpoint of whether " mere compliance with those

regulations was sufficient." 1!

The Board applied the criteria of Part 100 and of

Appendix E only in the context of its health and safety

responsibilities. It independently evaluated the environ-

mental aspects of the plant, taking into account the

particular site characteristics, as well as applicable

Commission guidelines. Thus, various accidents were

individually analyzed, in the manner outlined in the

September 1, 1971 letter of the AEC Director of Regulation

80/ See, e.g., Tr. 1674, 3295, 3339-40, 3371-72, 3398-3400.

81/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, p. 96a.

_ _ _ ._. . _ ,
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82to applicants,- / and the potential releases of such

accidents and the probabilities of their occurrence

evaluated in making a judgment as to their environmental
83effect.- /

Intervenors specifically refer to the lack of cost-

benefit analysis of an individual's exposure to a 300 rem

dose to the thyroid, as the result of an accident. Footnote

2 to 10 CFR 100.11, which is addressed to the 25 rem whole

body dose to a person situated at the boundary of the

exclusion area, expressly states that "[h]owever neither

[the use of the 25 rem value] nor that of the 300 rem
value for thyroid exposure as set forth in these site

criteria guides are intended to imply that these numbers

constitute acceptable limits for emergency doses to the
public under accident conditions." We emphasize again

that 10 CFR Part 100 is to be used for the evaluation of
proposed sites and not to set individual limits of

exposure to radioactivity.

82/ " Scope of Applicant's Environmental .. ports with
Respect to * * * Accidents," dated September 1, 1971.
Use of this document has been explicitly sanctioned.
See 36 F.R. 22851 (December 1, 1971).

83/ Initial Decision, pars. 67, 74.

l

!
|
|
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Apart from these considerations, the Board did in fact
deal with the environmental aspects of the hypothetical

accidents contemplated by Part 100, finding the possibility
of such an accident to be "vanishingly small" and "their,

environmental risk * * * extremely low,"81/
Accordingly, this exception is without merit.81/

,

!

84/ Initial Decision, pars. 74, 67.
1

85/ Sabinaw Intervenors' Exception IV. F. makes a somewhat--

similar contention applicable to safety regulations
generally, asserting that the Board relied on such
regulations but failed to undertake a cost-benefit
analysis for each one of them. As in the case of Part
100 and of Part 50, Appendix E, which we have heretofore
discussed, the Board applied various safety criteria
only in the context of its health and safety responsi-
bilities. It independently evaluated the environmental
aspects of the plant, taking into account its predicted
environmental effect. For example, with respect to
permissible radiation releases (to which intervenors
specifically refer), the Board analyzed the environmental
impact of releases, on the assumption that they will|

! meet the "as low as practicable" criteria which will be
| set up by Part 50, Appendix I. when it is finally

approved. Such review conforms to the mandates of NEPA.Exception IV. F. must also, therefore, be denied.

_
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VIII. SYNERGISM

one of the major contested issues in this proceeding
is the claimed " synergistic" interaction of releases of

radioactivity with chemicals released from the Dow plant.

The Saginaw and Mapleton intervenors each asserted, with.

respect both to the radiological and environmental aspects
of the proceeding, that the combination of radioactive and

chemical effluents would produce a synergistic effect which

is greater than the sum of the separate effects. The

Saginaw Intervenors through discovery obtained from Dow a

list of effluents expected to be discharged from the Dow

facility in 1975, the year the Midland plant was originally
scheduled to begin operation.bb[ Nevertheless, they pro-

duced no evidence in support of their contentions respecting
synergism. The Mapleton Intervenors, however, presented

three witnesses on this subject.

The Licensing Board found that, standing alone, the

intervenors' evidence failed to establish "that, at the

levels of concentration involved here, there will be any

interaction which would tend to increase radiation effects
from the Plant, or the chemical effects from Dow." l!

8j_6/ Initial Decision, par. 65.
Bj_7/ Initial Decision, par. 66.

\
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Considered in light of the evidence presented by the

applicant and staff, the Board found the evidence against

a finding of " synergism" to be " overwhelming."

a. In exception III. E.,the Saginaw Intervenors

begin their discussion of the syne.71sm issue by stating
that this issue was considered only as a result of the efforts

of the intervenors; but that despite those efforts, the
Licsnsing Board failed to treat it adequately. They concede

that the Board started an inquiry on synergism but claim
88that it "never really followed through."- /

The record does not support this claim. The technical

members of the Board, in particular, on several occasions

directed a number of penetrating questions respecting
synergism to the staff (e.g., Tr. 7557), the applicant

(e.g., Tr. 8905) and the intervenors (e.g., Tr. 8266-267,

8469, 8514-15). In this regard, the Board adequately
carried out a licensing board's responsibilities. See

PP. 12-17, supra.

b. The apparent thrust of exception III. E. is

that the evidence (presented by the Mapleton Intervenors)
on synergism was sufficient to constitute a prima facie

showing of the " invalidity" of the standards imposed by,

|
i Parts 20 and 100 of the Commission's regulations. Accordingly,

j gg/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, p. 53-22.

|
|
I

|

l
-
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so the intervenors argue, the Licensing Board should have

certified the question of the validity of these regulations
to this Board or, at least, "sufficiently analyzed its
implications. " 82/

Certification to us would have been required, under

procedures then in effect, only if the Licensing Board con-
cluded that "there is a substantial question presented on

the record as to the validity of a challenged regulation."EEI
From our review of the initial decision, we perceive no such

conclusion on the part of the Licensing Board, particularly
as applied to the evidence on synergism. To the contrary,

the Board specifically found the intervenors' evidence to be

nonpersuasive. We see no reason to upset that finding.

The final point on synergism made by the Saginawc.

Intervenors is that the :urden of proof on this issue was

" misplaced"; and that the Board required the intervenors to

" demonstrate there was a problem of synergism rather than, as

is required by the Rules, having Applicant and the Regulatory

Staff demonstrate that there is no problem with synergism."E1/

Here intervenors misinterpret the requirements of the rules.,

The ultimate burden of proof on the question of whether
l

! the permit or license should be issued is, of course, upon
!

89/ Id., p. 53-23.
90/ In the Matter of Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. (Calvert-~

Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), Docket Nos.
50-317, 50-318, Commission Memorandum dated August 8,

; 1969, at p. 4.
91/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, p. 53-23.

l

!
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the applicant. But where, as here, one of the other parties
contends that, for a specific reason (in this instance

alleged synergism) the permit or license should be denied,
that party has the burden of going forward with evidence

to buttress that contention. Once he has introduced

sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie case, the

burden then shifts to the applicant who, as part of his
overall burden of proof, must provide a sufficient rebuttal

to satisfy the Board that it should reject the contention

as a basis for denial of the permit or license. In this

case, the Licensing Board determined not only that the

intervenors had failed to make a prima facie sh'owing of

synergistic effects, but also that the applicant's evidence

affirmatively established that synergism would not occur.

d. It is unfortunate that, in connection with

.

an issue as contested and as novel cs the synergism

issue, the Licensing Board's ruling was as cursory as that
appearing in paragraphs 64-66 of the initial decision.

While the Board did state that, when one considers the

testimony of the applicant and staff, the evidence against
a finding of " synergism" was " overwhelming", the decision

deals specifically only with the inadequacies of the

! intervenors' testimony. It neglects to include any

specific reference to the persuasive evidence on synergism

__ _ _ . - _ _ __ __
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presented by the-applicant and staff. The applicant pre-,

sented three witnesses on this subject-(Drs. John H. Rust,
-

Morrill Eisenbud, and G. Hoyt Whipple) , inclu' ding an r

extensive paper by Dr._ Rust (Tr. 8873-8900). The staff

presented testimony by Dr. Norman A. Frigeric. These

witnesses were subjected to extensive cross-examination-

(Tr.~S909-8944).

The. testimony of these witnesses can perhaps best be-

summarized in the words of Dr. Rust:
! * * * there is no direct or indirect
| evidence that will lead to the conclusion
i that the' effluent of either the Dow plant
!

or the-Midland nuclear power station will_

interact in any way to.make the very-
minimal ionizing radiation released or the
minimal chemical ~ effluents expected harm-
ful to man, his ecosystem or the biosphere
in general, now or-in the future. g/

The conclusion was reached after an extensive analysis of

the characteristics and effects of the various effluent
releases, and with regard botn to somatic effect and
genetic damage.

j We regard the views expressed by the staff's and

applicant's witnesses as dispositive on the synergism
'

question, and adequate to support the Licensing Board's
ultimate findings on this issue. Saginaw Intervenors'

_9_2/ Tr. 8896.
h

d

'

.
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exception III. E. is accordingly denied.

e. The Mapleton Intervenors' questioning of the

Board's findings regarding synergism is disposed of by our
comments in d., supra. With respect to those intervenors '

challenge to certain exclusionary evidentiary rulings, only
that relating to the affidavit of Dr. Charles Huver is

sufficiently identified to be consadered. Dr. Huver's

affidavit was viewed as a challenge to Part 20 and was

excluded on the ground that it did not raise.a substantial

question as to the validity of Part 20.11/ Dr. Huver was

not called upon to testify on synergism, and he was not

made available for cross-examination. His affidavit was

accordingly not entitled to any evidentiary weight.
Mapleton Intervenors' exception 9 is accordingly denied.

| 93/ Licensing Board's Order dated March 10, 1972.

|

|
'

,

I
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IX. ANALYSIS OF HYPOTHETICAL OR DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS

The analysis of hypothetical or design basis accidents

is an essential part of the Commission's licensing review
procedures, both from a safety and an environmental stand-

point. Questions in both areas have been raised in this
proceeding. We will first address the safety questions on

this subject, and thereafter the environmental questions.

1. In exception III. C. the Saginaw Intervenors con-

tend that the Licensing Board failed to analyze all of the

required accidents associated with design and operation of
the proposed plant. They claim that-the loss-of-coolant

accident (LOCA) analyzed by the applicant and staff, and

accepted by the Board, is not the "true credible accident,"
since the analysis was premised "on the effectiveness of

engineered safeguards such as emergency core cooling system *

as well as upon the integrity of the pressure vessel of the

primary coolant system."EA/ They read such analysis as
being inconsistent with the definition of LOCA.S5!

Intervenors misstate the analysis actually undertaken
by the applicant and staff. Rather than assuming operation

--94/ Saginaw Intervenors ' Exceptions, p. 53-7. The pressure
vessel integrity issue was also raised in Exception
II. B. and has been disposed of in our discussion of
that exception (supra, pp. 18-21).

9]/ 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A.

. . . - . :.. . .
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of the ECCS to prevent core meltdown, as intervenors claim,

the hypothetical accident analyzed by both the applicant

and staff assumed, in accordance with 10 CFR 9100.ll(a) , foot-

note 1, a substantial meltdown of the core with subsequent
release of appreciable quantities of fission products. E5/
The safety analysis assumed that only one-half of the

engineered safeguards are available during the accident.E2[

Exception III. C. includes a further claim that acci-

dents occurring in two other circumstances should have been

analyzed: a simultaneous maximum hypothetical accident in

both Midland reactors, and a maximum hypothetical accident

at one reactor together with the largest credible chemical

incident at the Dow facilities. We assume that the inter-

venors are referring to simultaneous postulated accidents

chosen for 10 CFR Part 100 evaluation purposes. Section

100.ll(b) provides that site criteria need only be analyzed
with respect to a single accident unless an accident in one

reactor would initiate an accident in another, or unless an

accident in one reactor could affect the safety of operation
of the other reactor. The Midland reactors are not to be
interconnected and there is no showing on the record of
this proceeding that an accident in one unit would initiate

9g/ Tr. 1946-50, 1867-8.

92/ Tr. 2320.

i
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an accident in the other. Similarly, there has been shown

no cause and effect relationship between an accident at
Midland and one at Dow. In those circumstances, the simul-

taneous accidents mentioned by the Saginaw Intervenors need

not have been considered by the Licensing Board.SS!
Exception III. C. is accordingly denied in its entirety.
2. Saginaw Intervenors' exception V. A. deals with

design basis accidents from the point of view of the
Commission's environmental responsibilities. In that

respect, the regulations in Appendix D to 10 CFR Part 50

(implementing the requirements of NEPA) have been construed

to require, at least since their major restructuring in
September, 1971, a discussion in environmental impact state-

(and concomitantly consideration at any public hearing)ments

of the environmental impact of certain types of nuclear
accidents. By letter dated September 1, 1971,SS! the AEC

Director of Regulation issued instuctions to all license
applicants relative to the manner in which accidents were
to be discussed in environmental reports. Nine categories

of postulated accidents were established, ranging from the
most trivial to the most severe. Class 1 accidents do not

9W See also Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (Point Beach-~

Unit 2), ALAB-31, WASH-1218 201 (August 18, 1971).

99/ " Scope of Applicant's Environmental Reports with
Respect to * * * Accidents," supra.

_ . . _ :. _a . . _ _ . . - - _ -
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have to be considered "because of their trivial consequences."
At the other extreme, Class 9 accidents also do not have to

be considered; while it was recognized that their consequences

"could be severe," it was also concluded that ,"the probability

of their occurrence is so small [as a result of such factors
as defense in depth (multiple physical barriers), quality
assurance, continued surveillance and testing, and con-

servative design] that their environmental risk is extremely
low." Class 8 accidents are equated with the design basis

accidents used in Safety Analysis Reports and Safety

Evaluations, but the analysis of their consequences was

directed to be on the basis of realistic assumptions rather

than the highly conservative assumptions appearing in the
safety reports and safety evaluations.

The instructions to applicants in the September 1, 1971

letter concerning consideration of accidents were incorporated
into proposed regulations in December, 19711SS! These

regulations require environmental reports to include a

discussion of accidents, based on the assumptions set forth

in an annex to Appendix D which, like the September letter

and for the same reasons, requires consideration of all

100/ 36 F.R. 22851 (December 1,1971) . In footnote 2 of the
proposed annex, the Septembar letter was recognized as
" guidance" on this subject .which had been made available
to the public.

s

- . _ - , .. . . _ , . - _ _ __ . _ _ _ , .
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accidents other than those in Class 1 and Class 9. The

proposed regulations are entitled to be accorded some weight,
in view of an expression in the Statement of Considerations

of the Commission's expectation

that the provisions of the proposed amend-
ments will be useful as interim guidance
until such time as the Commission takes
further action on them.101/

The proposed annex to Appendix D, although it does

not require consideration of Class 1 or Class 9 accidents,

does recognize that "other accident assumptions may be more

suitable for individual cases." Accordingly it specifies

that

[w]here assumptions are not specified, or
where those specified are deemed unsuitable,
assumptions as realistic as the state of
knowledge permits shall be used, taking
into account the specific design and
operational characteristics of the plant
under consideration.102/

In similar fashion, with respect to Class 8 accidents, the

proposed regulations provide that environmental reports
|

need not take into account those accidents

101/ 36 F.R. at p. 22851 (December 1,1971) . In August, 1972,
after the close of the environmental hearings in this
case, the Commission issued for comment a draft " Guide
to the Preparation of Environmental Reports for Nuclear
Power Plants" which, with respect to accidents, incor-
porated the text of the December 1, 1971 proposals. In
March, 1973, following the initial decision here, this
guide was issued in final form, incorporating the same
guidance with respect to accidents (38 F.R. 8013,
March 27, 1973.)

102/ Id. at p. 22852.

__ _ _ ._ _ _ __. , _ . ._ __ _ _ . ._ _ _
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for which the applicant can demonstrate that
the probability has been reduced and thereby
the calculated risk to the environment made
equivalent to that which might be hypothesized
for a Class 9 event.103/

3. In exception V. A. the Saginaw Intervenors challenge

the Licensing Board's disposition of questions raised con-

cerning a Class 9 accident. The Board indicated that the

applicant had furnished information with respect to potential

public exposures to radioactivity from postulated accidents;

and that the information had been furnished in accordance
with the guidance in the September 1, 1971 letter of the

Director of Regulation (which, as we have seen, was sub-

stantively incorporated into the December 1, 1971 proposed
regulations). The Board found, for purposes of the cost-

benefit analysis of an individual reactor, that the chances

of a serious accident were "vanishingly small," incalculably
small," and thus " insubstantial."lS4/

This finding -- and the related finding in paragraph

67 of the initial decision -- are amply supported by evidence
!of record. In contending otherwise, the intervenors

,

i

rely on material not part of the record -- indeed, material

which did not come into being until after the close of

l

| .l_0,3 / I b i d .
_

104 / Initial Decision, par. 74.

105 / See, e.g. , Staff Exh. 6, p. VI-3.
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hearings in t _a proceeding. We can, of course, take

official notice of new information, and can order a remand

to the Board for the consideration of such information if
that course of action were necessary or desirable. But a

remand is not necessary here because intervenors have

misinterpreted the cited portions of the newly discovered
information.

They state that "[flirst of all, the Atomic Energy
Commission has recently retreated froin its specious argu-

ment that the probability of a Class 9 accident is vanishingly
small."106/ We know of no ssch "retre c" and intervenors
give no reference to support their statement.

Intervenors further state that "* * * in the Regulatory
Staff's NEPA Statement under date of December 8, 1972, and in

connection with the ECCS hearings, the Regulatory Staff now

admits that there is no statistical basis for a position
that the probability of a Class 9 accident is 'vanishingly
small'."107dutwhatthestaffactuallysaidintheDecember
8 document was quite different (p. 8) :

The conclusions that accidents in this
category are sufficiently low in proba-
bility that their impact on the environ-
ment need not be considered is based on

jU3f/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, p. 100._

10 ~)' Id . , pp. 100-101.
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the technical judgment of the AEC staff
rather than on statistical methods.

Finally, intervenors quote Safety Report WASH-1250 at

page 6-39 as stating "that the probability of a Class 9

accident is ten to the minus three, per year." The actual

figure on page 6-39 of this report shows that the (cata-

strophic failure) or Class 9 accident has a probability
of 10-6/yr.

It is on the basis of these three gross misstatements

that intervenors conclude that the Licensing Board should

have engaged in an independent evaluation of the consequences

of a Class 9 accident and that not to do so "is almost
criminal negligence."109/ Further, the misstatements under-

pin their suggestion that the applicant and staff had an

obligation to establish on the record the likelihood of a

Class 9 accident in view of their " burden of demonstrating
the propriety of the proposed [ licensing] action."110/

|

The regulatory judgments used in the calculations of

Class 9 accidents may be accepted as correct by licensing

boards absent an affirmative showing that they are not

correct. Here, no such showing has been made. That

being so, Saginaw Intervenors' exception V. A. is denied.

108/ Properly identified as " Draft - The Safety of Nuclear Power
Reactors (light water cooled) and Related Facilities -
WASH-1250." (December, 1972).

109/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, p. 102.

110/ Id., p. 100.

- - . . - . . . .. - _ - - . - . _ . . _ - . -.- - . -
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X. RESOLUTION OF VARIOUS SAFETY ITEMS
.

Saginaw Intervenors' exceptions II. F. and G., their

Motion to Supplement the Record of March 28, 1973, and

Mapleton Intervenors' exception 3, all relate to the

resolution of various safety questions, either generically
or with specific reference to this facility. They also

concern the function ar.d relationship of various organizational

components involved in the licensing review process, such as

the regulatory staff, the compliance staff, and the ACRS,
as well as the Licensing Board. For these reasons, those

exceptions will be considered together.

1. In exception II. F., the Saginaw Intervenors con-

tend that the staff has implicitly amended the position
which it took in its safety evaluation and supplemental
safety evaluation of the Midland reactors -- i.e., that

the reactors can be operated without undue risk -- by
certain letters requiring the applicant to submit addi-
tional information and perform certain recalculations.

The intervenors urge that the staff was aware of the infor-
mation giving rise to these letters prior to the initial
decision; and that, accordingly, such information should

have been brought to the attention of the Licensing Board.
The intervenors further assert that, since the information

. . - _ -- . . _ _ , . _ _ _ _ _ __ ,_ __ _ - . _ .-. __ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ -
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was not brought to their attention, they were deprived of

an opportunity to raise issues suggested by that infor-

mation; and that, in any case, the Licensing Board had an

independent obligation to consider such issues whether

or not contested.

Specifically, intervenors refer to six letters and
one bulletin written by the staff. Letters 1, 2 and 4

(as designated by intervenors) deal with quality assurance
'

items. Letters 3, 5 and 7 concern problems that have

arisen in the industry with respect to other reactors; in
some cases they request reviews and calculations on the
equipment or design of the Midland reactors to assure
that they will not be subject to similar difficulties. In

this group, letter 5 concerns a topic which has been of

concern for operating reactors for several months, i.e.,

the fuel densification problem. This problem is, of

course, of no immediate concern to the Midland reactors '

but it is something that must be considered before operation.

Item 6 is a bulletin which informs the industry of problems
some licensees have had with a certain type of " valve
operator." In the Midland situation,this would merely
serve as a notice to the designers to check on the relia-

bility of the " valve operators" to be used in these reactors.

|

|

|
|

, .. - . - -~~
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All of these items are representative of the normal,
routine correspondence which is carried on between the

staff and various segments of the reactor industry. . As

such, they are simply examples of the staff's carrying

out ongoing regulatory functions with respect to every

reactor, functions it uninterruptedly performs from the incep-
tion of the licensing process to the final stages of decom-
missioning. In these circumstances, they cannot be taken

as constituting implicit amendments.to the staff's safety
evaluation report.

The exception also avers, in essence, that intervenors

had recently learned that the staff had determined that the

Babcock & Wilcox design as reflected in the Midland reactors
is unsafe. No source for that averment is given; and in a

written response to questions asked at the oral argument

before this Board, intervenors stated that they had relied
on information that "came into the possession of Mr. Ford

from very reliable sources * * *."111/ We see no reason

why such a totally unsupported assertion should be given
any credence.

Intervenors further complain that the letters and

bulletin had not been forwarded to them. But there is no

111/ Letter dated March 26, 1973, from Myron M. Cherry to
the Chairman of the Appeal Board for this proceeding.

. . -__ _ _ - _ - - . .- .. . ._ . _ . -
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!
rule that requires the forwarding of documents of this type i

l
to an intervenor. The documents were deposited in the

Public Document Room, as required; and they were available

to intervenors and anyone else. Indeed, intervenors assert

that they became aware of the information in this manner.

In sum, the failure to send the documents to intervenors

invaded none of their substantial rights.
The exception is therefore denied.112/

2. Saginaw Intervenors' exception II. G. asserts that

because of " amendments" to the staff's evaluation, the ACRS

review was not in accordance with Section 182.b of the
Atomic Energy Act.ll3/ As an illustration of such an

" amendment", they point to the approval by the staff of

the Interim Acceptance Criteria for the emergency core
'

cooling for Babcock & Wilcox reactors, including Midland.

We do not agree with this analysis. The ACRS reviewed

this reactor and reported twice to the Commission before

the radiological phase of the hearing.ll4/ The ACRS also

reviewed the Interim ECCS Criteria which were adopted by

l

112/ Our discussion in Part III, supra, adequately disposes
of the intervenors' assertion concerning the Licensing
Board's obligation independently to investigate matters
such as these.

113/ 42 U.S.C. 2232(b).

114/ Letters from ACRS to the Chairman of the Commission,
dtd June 18, 1970 and September 23, 1970.

. . . - - -- --_ .. - .- - - . _ . . - - - . _ - . . _ - . - . . . . . - - _ -
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the Commission in June 1971. When the criteria were first
approved, they did not include models for the Babcock &

Wilcox or Combustion Engineering reactors. Following the

staff's approval of models for these two vendors in

December 1971, the ACRS reviewed the new criteria incor-

porating these models and approved them for use. !

'

The Babcock & Wilcox model to which the Midland

reactors must conform is detailed in Part 4 of the Interim
criteria. It is obvious that, having reviewed the appli-
cation for the Midland reactors previously, and having
approved the Interim Criteria for the ECCS of Babcock and

Wilcox reactors, there was no need for further ACRS review

of the Midland reactors.

3. The question of the need for further ACRS review

is also raised by the Saginaw Intervenors' Motion of

March 28, 1973, to incorporate into the record on appeal
an exchange of correspondence between the ACRS and the

Commission relating to ACRS " generic items". By letter

j of December 18, 1972, the ACRS transmitted a list of
!

generic concerns which it had identified in earlier letters'

on individual facilities. The December 18 letter listed 25
( of the items as being resolved, with the other 22 items

remaining unresolved. In its response of February 5, 1973,

| 115/ Letter from ACRS to Chairman of the Commission,
dtd January 7, 1972. ,

,

._ _ __ _ _ . . _ - _ _ . _ _ ,. . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ _ _ . , _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ __ . _.
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the Commission manifested its intent to continue to conduct
,

,

research in order to resolve the other items on a generic f
basis. It is to be noted that, in its December 18 letter,

the ACRS makes it clear that resolution of an item " indicates
that the Committee is satisfied in a generic sense"; and
that, for unresolved items, the ACRS "will continue to con-

sider [these] items and their significance to safety on a
case-by-case basis until generic resolution is reached."

The Saginaw Intervenors focus on the unresolved generic

items and assert, in effect, that they must be resolved

prior to issuance of any further construction permits. The

intervenors, of course, had every reason to be aware of the

unresolved items applicable to the Midland reactors prior
to the close of hearings here, since they had been reflected

in the ACRS letters. That some of them remain unresolved

(in the sense of the ACRS letter of December 18, 1972) is

not new information which would justify reopening of this
record. The only new information is that 25 of these

generic items have been resolved.

Additionally, the lack of resolution of certain items

on.a generic basis does not mean that, as applied to the

Midland reactors, the particular items have not been

satisfactorily dealt with. Such applicable items have been

considered in the review of these reactors by the regulatory

__ _ _ - _ __._ . . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . . _ . __ _ _ _ _ ~ . .
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staff, the ACRS, and the Licensing Board. Accordingly, the

exchange of correspondence in question raises no questien

as to the validity of any of the Licensing Board's findings.

4. Mapleton Intervenors' exception 3 focuses on the

Licensing Board's finding that site meteorology data was

incomplete,ll6/ claiming that construction permits may not

issue prior to the completion of the meteorological data
and analysis. AEC regulations provide otherwise, and

permit certain information to be developed during plant
construction.ll7 When further meteorological data is

required, the AEC makes conservative assumptions as a basis

for reaching initial conclusions. The decision below

conforms to that standard. !

,

116 / Initial Decision, par. 23.

117/ 10 CFR E50.35(a) (2) and (4).

118/ The Board found that the staff's meteorological assump-
tions "are sufficiently conservative to justify a
reasonable expectation that the site is satisfactory"
(par. 22). The testimony of intervenors' meteorologist
tended to corroborate this finding (Tr. 3406-3687).

.. . - - - - - -
-
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XI. ALLEGED DEFICIENCIES IN ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

A number of exceptions of both the Saginaw-and Mapleton

intervenors challenge the environmental review of the Midland

facility, in terms of the' adequacy of the environmental

impact statement, the Board's review of various environ-

mental issues or contentions, and certain procedural rulings
of the Board relating to the environmental aspects of the
proceeding. In this portion of the decision, we will treat

, those exceptions of this type with which we have not here-
tofore dealt.

1. Saginaw Intervenors' exception IV. B. contends that

the cost-benefit review performed for this facility.is
insufficient, because it did not quantify various costs and
benefits involved. The intervenors read NEPA and the
Calvert Cliffs' decision as mandating a quantification

of " cost and benefits in anticipation of an arithmetic
weighing." In this exception, however, the intervenors

recognize that "some environmental values (or industrial

needs) may not be capable of quantification," and that in

those instances NEPA "would permit a qualifying analysis. "120

They nevertheless assert that a Board must at least make

an effort to quantify and must set forth reasons for not
doing so.

119/ Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Committee v. AEC supra.
j 120/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, pp. 61-62 (fn. 18) .
!

_. - _ _ - -- _ _ - - . -_
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- The asserted requirement for quantification of environ-

mental costs and benefits derives from Sections 102(2) (A) and
(B) of NEPA, 42 U.S.C. 4332 (2) (A) and (B) , which direct

Federal agencies to:

(A) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary
approach which will insure the integrated
use of the natural and social sciences and
the environmental design arts in planning
and in decision-making which may have an
impact on man's environment; [and}
(B) identify and develop methods and pro-
cedures * * * which will insure that pre-
sently unquantified environmental amenities
and values may be given appropriate consid-
eration in decisionmaking along with
economic and technical considerations.

Guidelines of the Council on Environmental Quality incor-

porate but do not expand upon these statutory directions.121/

The Calvert Clif fs' court read the requirements of

Sections 102 (2) (A) and (B) of NEPA as contemplating a "rather

finely tuned and ' systematic' balancing analysis in each
instance."122/ It did not require quantification in all
instances. And other courts have made it clear that

121/ 36 F.R. 7724 (April 23,1971) . The requirements are
described in somewhat greater detail in the CEQ Memo-
randum for agency and general counsel liason on NEPA
matters, dated May 16, 1972. On May 2, 1973 (38 F.R.
10856) the CEQ issued for comment revised proposed guide-
lines for the preparation of environmental impact state-
ments which also do not impose any inflexible -- or
indeed any -- requirements relative to the quantification
of environmental impacts. Among other things, these pro-
posed guidelines make it clear that, in developing impact
statements, agencies should concentrate on the "sub-
stance of the information conveyed rather than * * * the
particular form, or leng th, or detail of the statement"
(38(b)).

122/ 449 F. 2d at p. 1113.

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - - - _ _ _ _ - - . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _- _
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quantification is not an absolute, and that in some sit-

uations it is neither possible nor necessary. City of

New York v. United States, 344 F. Supp. 929, 939 (E.D. N. Y.

1972) (three-judge court) . In the words of one court:

The Court is not here stating that an environ-
mental impact statement * * * would be inadeguate
simply because the defendants and the Council
on Environmental Quality had not identified
and developed the methods and procedures to
quantify such values. The NEPA does not
require the impossible.123/

It is clear in this case that both the staff, in its

Final Environmental Statement, and the Board, in its decision,

have balanced the costs of the proposed plant against its

benefits. In doing so, the Board found that it was "not

possible" to quantify all costs and benefits, and to reach

an arithmetical balance, since "more often than not the

quantifications are so speculative and non-objective as to

be worse than useless." The Board then applie6 its

rationale to particular aspects of the environmental revisw.

For example, it found serious difficulties with intervenors'

attempts to quantify the value of flora and fauna to be

disturbed by construction, concluding that their " method

!of evaluation and calculation (is] wholly insupportable."

I
But it considered these non-quantifiable factors in reaching

!its final conclusion that the " benefits outweigh the costs."

123 / EDF v. Corps of Engineers, 325 F. Supp. 749, 758
. (E.D. Ark. 1971), affd. F. 2d , 4 ERC.1721 (8th
! Cip 1972).'

124 / Initial Decision, par. 45.

125 / Id. , par. 52.
126 / Id. , par. 70.

. . - .. . - _ . _ .- -
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Intervenors have pointed to nothing which would indi-

cate that costs which were considered only qualitatively
could have been adequately quantified, or which would

indicate that the Licensing Board did not take the non-
quantifiable factors into account. Accordingly, exception

Is rejected.127/. .

IV. B.

2. For the same reasons, Saginaw Intervenors' excep-
tion V. H. (as it relates to decommissioning) must also
be rejected. That exception finds error in the Licensing
Board's failure to quantify the cost and environmental

effect of decommissioning of the facility, and the storage
of long-lived radioactive waste products.

In paragraph 68 of the initial decision, the Board
noted that neither the applicant nor its contractor had
any experience with decommissioning, and that the AEC's

experience in this regard was not with a plant of the
proposed size. It found, however, that decommissioning
is possible and that the environmental effects of the

i

most likely method of decommissioning (given today's

technology) do not appear substantial, "except for the

loss of use of a few acres of land occupied by sealed

127/ The intervenors have seemingly abandoned their position
advanced before the Licensing Board that it is possible
to quantify the effects of the destruction of birds and
animals such as sparrows and mice.

__- . ._ - . . . - - - .-- -. .
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buildings." It also estimated the cost of decommissioning,

although it admitted that the estimates were "quite specu-
lative."128/

There is substantial, uncontroverted evidence of record

to support these findings.121/ oreover, it is clear thatM

they were factored into both the Board's cost-benefit enalysis,
and its consideration of alternatives. We do not read NEPA

or the Commission's regulations as mandating a quantification

of an environmental effect which is found to be insubstantial.
The Board's qualitative analysis was sufficient.

Intervenors' claim that there must be a quantification

of the environmental costs of storage of long-lived radio-
active waste products is part and parcel of their assertions

,

relative to the Board's consideration of the environmental
effects of the uranium fuel cycle; it will be discussed in

the portion of this decision dealing with that subject
j (infra, p. 82).
|

3. Saginaw Intervenors' exceptions IV. C., IV. G.,

! V. B., V. C., V. D. and V. E. are somewhat related. They

contend, in effect, that the Liccasing Board should have con-

sidered environmental effects associated with the various uses

128/ Initial Decision, par. 68.

129/ See, e.g., Final Environmental Statement (Staff Exh. 6),
p. IX-1; Tr. 7820 et seg.

_ _ .. . _ . . . _ . . . _ _ . _ . , _ . _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _
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to which the electricity and process steam produced by the
plant will be used. These include the environmental effect of
selling or not selling process steam to Dow (IV.C); the effects

of increasing or decreasing industrial use (IV. C) ; the

alternative of not constructing the plant at all (IV. G);
the alternatives of finding other sources of electricity,
or embarking on a program to conserve electricity (V. B. D);
the environmental propriety of the proposed uses of elec-

tricity (v. C) ; and the alleged artificial stimulation by
advertising of the demand for electricity (V.E).:

Most of these effects and alternatives were ina.

fact considered by the Board. Thus, the environmental (as

well as safety) consequences of the location of the plant.

in close proximity to a large chemical plant were factored

into the Board's decision.1 0/ The alternative of not
building the plant at all is inherently part of the cost-
benefit analysis which was carried out by the Board. !

The applicant's ability to obtain electricity from other
sources was the subject of extensive testimony, /which

130/ Initial Decision, pars. 12, 14, 16, 46, 54, 55, 56, 57,
64-66, 76. In part VIII of this decision, infra, we
have supplemented the Board's findings regarding "syner-
gism," as appearing in paragraphs 64-66 of the Initial
Decision.

131/ Initial Decision, pars. 45-49, 70-75.
132/ E.g., Tr. 8070-1, 8076-8.

|

I
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fully supports the Board's finding that "outside sources

!are unavailable."

Some of intervenors' contentions in these exceptions

seek to expand the NEPA review well beyond the pale of
what we view as required by NEPA. Thus, while the scope

of NEPA consideration of alternatives clearly extends

beyond those which an agency itself may effectuate (see

Natural Resources Defense Council v. Morton, 458 F. 2d

827 (D. C. Cir. 1972)), a rule of reason nevertheless

applies. Id. at p. 837. Contrary to intervenors' view,134/

and giving effect to that rule, the Board was not required

to analyze the use to which Consumers customers might put
the power generated by the Midland plant to ascertain

whether that use would have an adverse environmental
impact. The Board made a finding that the " postulated

demand is made up of normal industrial and residential

use" and that it need not inquire into the propriety of
!such customary uses of electricity. We agree.

133/ Initial Decision, par. 70.

134/ Saginaw Intervenors' Exceptions, p. 73.
135/ A proposed Commission guide for the preparation of

environmental reports, dated August 1972, included a
statement which possibly could be construed as requiring
consideration of "externalities" -- the end uses of
electricity. When the report was issued in final form

| in March,1973, it was revised to indicate that only the
analysis of certain environmental costs associated with
the operation of the plant itself, and not costs asso-
ciated with the uses of electricity, were contemplated.
See U.S.A.E.C. Regulatory Guide 4.2, " Preparation of
Environmental Reports for Nuclear Power Plants,"

i Section 8.2 (March 1973).
,
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Mapleton Intervenors' exception 8 must also be rejected
;

for the same reasons.

b. As for the contention that the demand for
electricity was artificially stimulated by the applicant's
advertising, the Board stated that no evidence had been

offered to support that contention; and that absent some

evidence that applicant was creating abnormal demand, it
[the Board] would not consider the question. We do not

believe the Board acted unreasonably.
4. In exception IV. D. the Saginaw Intervenors claim

that the Licensing Board scheduled the hearing sessions on

environmental matters "in such a way as to preclude par-

ticipation by (Saginaw] Intervenors and their counsel";

and, by so doing, denied such intervenors "their due process

right to participate in the environmental hearing."
Intervenors stress that the Licensing Board had

refused to consider issues they attempted to raise con-

cerning the validity of the ECCS Interim Criteria for the

reason that the rulemaking proceeding on those criteria
was still in progress. Intervenors further note that, at

| the same time, the Board denied their April 15, 1972
motion for an indefinite postponement of the Midland

environmental hearing, which motion had been based upon

their counsel's participation in that rulemaking proceeding.

- _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ - .-_ . _-_, .- . . , - . _ . - _ _ - - -
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The impression intervenors seek to convey is that their

counsel was required to be present at the ECCS proceeding

during the entire period of the scheduled environmental

hearing and that, therefore, the Licensing Board was

obligated to defer indefinitely the latter. In the totality

of circumstances, however, the denial of the indefinite

postponement was scarcely an abuse of discretion.

Long before the filing of the motion for postponement,

. nors' counsel had been put on notice by the Board's

order of January 6, 1972, that he must make adequate

preparation to handle his commitments. Moreover, the

notice of hearing for the ECCS proceeding made it clear

that the scheduling of licensing proceedings was not to

be delayed because of the lack of completion of the rule-

making proceeding.136/ Nevertheless, the Saginaw Intervenors

demanded an indefinite adjournment and offered no alter-

native dates when they were prepared to parricipate in the

environmental hearing.137/

As indicated in the initial decision, the environmental

hearings began on May 17, 1972 and ended on June 15, 1972,

after fourteen days of hearings.138/ The record

discloses that the hearings in fact took place

136/ 37 F.R. 288, 289 (January 8,1972) .

137/ See Tr. 5253.

138/ Initial Decision, par. 8.

.
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on the following days: May 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 30,

31, June 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. An examination of the record

of the ECCS proceeding indicates that those hearings were

in recess on seven of those days, that the CNI (whom Saginaw

Intervenors' counsel represented in the ECCS proceedings)

was represented by another counsel on an additional three

of the overlapping days, and that the Saginaw Intervenors'

counsel participated in the ECCS proceedings on only four

of the days when the two proceedings overlapped. Thus, on

ten out of fourteen of the overlapping days, the Saginaw

Intervenors' counsel participated in neither the Midland

nor the ECCS proceedings.

The scheduling 6f regulatory proceedings is governed

by a number of considerations, only one of which is the

convenience of counsel. The Licensing Board has broad

discretion in this respect. While it undoubtedly should

attempt to accommodate legitimate requests for postponement,

it is not required to accede to blanket requests for indefinite

postponement which are not accompanied by a good-faith

attempt to define a mutually convenient schedule. In any event,

counsel who participate in AEC proceedings have an obli-

gation not to over-extend their commitments so as to

frustrate the objective of bringing licensing proceedings

to a conclusion within a reasonable time frame.

-- - -- - - _ -
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5. In exception IV. I. the Saginaw Intervenors
,

challenge the adequacy of the Final Environmental Statement,-

and of the Licensing Board's review of that statement, on

the basis that the statement failed to include a discussion
of reliable scientific fact and opinion which is contrary
to the positions taken by the agency, and the Licensing
Board failed to correct such alleged deficiencies. The

intervenors list 8 areas as representative of those "in

which there is contrary scientific fact and opinion"; and
which are omitted from the impact statement:

a. adequacy and effectiveness of the ECCS.

b. reactor pressure vessel failure.

c. adequacy of certain valves.

d. adequacy of analysis dealing with fuel

densification.

reliability of generation of electricitye.

from nuclear plants.

f. genetic effects from cumulative exposure to
radiation.

g. nature and character of unresolved safety
issues, as discussed in "each ACRS letter

ever written."
~

h. adverse effects associated with production

of products of Dow Chemical Co.

._., .-_ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ . _ _ _
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Citing authority tx) the effect that "NEPA is, at the least,.

-~ - a' law requiring full disclosure," the intervenors find

error in the asserted omission of scientific opinion in

those areas from the environmental review of this facility.

The only authority cited by intervenors which is

possibly relevant to this exception is Committee for Nuclear

Responsibility v. Seaborg, 463 F. 2d 783 (D. C. Cir. 1971),

where the' court ruled that the environmental impact state-

ment for the "Cannikin" nuclear test should set forth

" opposing scientific views" and should not completely omit

"any reference whatever to the existence of responsible

scientific opinions concerning possible adverse environ-

mental effects." The court emphasized that an agency had

some discretion in this respect, and.that only " responsible

views need be included." 463 F.' 2d at p. 787.

This Cannikin decision involved. questions quite

different, and readily distinguishable, from those pre-

sented here. At issue there was an agency's preparatien

of an impact statement for a governmental activity which

was not subject to a prior adjudicatory hearing. On

the other hand,.in an AEC licensing proceeding, the

Commission's regulations provide that a party who

believes the environmental impact statement is deficient
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will have the opportunity to present proof in support of
his position at the public hearing. The intervenors had,

that chance here. Interestingly, the cannikin court which

found the statement deficient only required that the plain-
tiffs be given an opportunity to make their submissions on

the point discussed in the opinion -- no greater relief

than what was in fact afforded to intervenors here.
From our understanding of the items covered by this

exception, it appears that a variety of views on these items

have indeed been analyzed in this proceeding, or else have

been properly regarded as outside its scope. Furthermore, -

the Saginaw Ir. 'ervenors could have participated in the

environmental . earings and could have sought to bring the

opposing views <hich they wished to sponsor to the fore,

but they chose not to do so.139/ Moreover, the impact state-

ment, as well as the initial decision, discuss a broad

variety of environmental subjects and views, encompassing

the areas in which the intervenors find deficiencies. Not

all of the views considered are favorable to nuclear plants
| in all respects. In the totality of circumstances, this

exception must be denied.1

! 139/ The Mapleton Intervenors presented testimony by
| Dr. Sternglass in the area covered by item f. (i.e.,
| a challenge to 10 CPR Part 20), but the Licensing
i Board declined to adopt Dr. Sternglass' views. Cf.'

Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York,
ALAB-50, WASH-1218 320, 336-349 (May 18, 19 72) .

|

|
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6. In exception V. F. the Saginaw Intervenors assert
.

that the Board should have considered issues concerning the

environmental effects of the uranium fuel cycle. As they

recognize, such consideration is precluded by our earlier

0/ o which we adhere.ruling in this case in ALAB-60, t

See also ALAB-99.141/

The same issues are raised by the second part of

exception V. H. which asserts error in the Board's failure
to quantify (or even to consider) the environmental effects

of the storage of long-lived radioactive waste products.
This matter is similarly governed by ALAB-60 and
ALAB-99.

7. Both the Saginaw and Mapleton intervenors except

from the Licensing Board's resolution of issues concerning
the environmental effects of fogging and icing associated
with the cooling pond. In paragraph 69 of the initial

decision, the Licensing Board rejected the Mapleton inter-

venors' evidence on this subject, finding that it did not
support the contention that there would be substantial

fogging and icing in the area around the cooling pond
(including Mapleton). The Board found the likely effect
on Mapleton to be " negligible" and, even in the area close

,

140/ ALAB-60, WASH-1218 (S uppl . 1) 459 (July 19, 1972).

141/ Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station), ALAB-99, RAI-73-2 53 (February 1, 1973).

.- . - . . , . _ _ . .- _ _ , .- .
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to the pond, as " insubstantial and the environmental costs
.

minimal." The Board also found, however, that further

studies of the effects of cooling ponds were needed.

The Saginaw Intervenors, in exception V. I.,and the

Mapleton Intervenors, in exception 10, challenge the

apparent inconsistency between the finding of a need for

further study of cooling ponds and that concerning the

minimal or negligible effects of such ponds. There is

substantial evidence of record, offered by the applicant

and the staff, supporting these latter conclusions. But

relative to the need for further study, a staff witness

testified that the report prepared by the applicant on

'this subject was the first systematic study of steam fog
from a cooling pond that attempted to relate data to

atmospheric conditions for the purpose of prediction of

fog formation. He also testified that he disagreed with

many aspects of the report.142/ The staff witness indicated,

however, that the study was cor.servative, and that it

probably over-predicted rather than under-predicted the

fog and icing effects of the cooling pond.143/

142/ Tr. 7441-2.

143/ Tr. 7445, 7461-2.

- , . .
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The Final Environmental Statement recommended that the
applicant develop an ecological surveillance and monitoring

program "which will document the impact of.the plant operations
upon the ecology of the site and environs."144/ The Board

.quite understandably stated that the applicant should

include in its surveillance program a study of the duration,
intensity and extent of fog and icing in the surrounding
area. That statement is entirely consistent with the

Board's findings, which are supported by the record, that

the environmental effect from fogging and icing seems <

likely to be negligible or insubstantial.

8. Saginaw Intervenors' exceptions V. J. and V. K.

assert that, in its environmental review, the Licensing
Board failed to take into account and quantify the

"unreliability of nuclear power plants as evidenced by
the [ Commission's] reactor operating reports," and the

"effect, if any, * * * on the economic operation of the
Midland plant if current Government subsidies of uranium

fuel are eliminated or if current resources of uranium
are depleted" during the plant's useful life.

Before the L' censing Board, the Saginaw Intervenors

raised the question of the economics and reliability of
|

144/ Final Environmental Statement, Summary and Conclusion,
item 7(d). The applicant has agreed to follow this
recommendation. (Initial Decision, par. 78).

|

|

|
|
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nuclear power plant generation. !
However, they offered

no evidence on this question. In their exceptions, they

ask us to take " official notice" of (1) various " unresolved
problems associated with nuclear power"; (2) the purported

failure of the nuclear industry to have resolved quality
assurance and quality control matters; (3) all Reactor

Operating Reports; and (4) the " current difficulties
surrounding the construction of the breeder."

The record, however, includes specific information

concerning the reliability of nuclear power, which indicates

that the reliability of nuclear plants and fossil plants
!are roughly equivalent. Absent any contrary evidence,

there was no reason for the Board to factor differing
reliability estimates into its evaluation of nuclear and
other plants as alternatives. As for the alleged effects

of the withdrawal of government subsidies of uranium fuel,

or the depletion of uranium supplies, the only evidence of-

record on this subject indicated that the purported subsidies
do not exist,147!and that uranium would continue to be

available over the life of the plant.148/
Given this state of the record, we find no error in

the Licensing Board's disposition of these matters.

145/ Statement of Environmental Contentions, dated
February 6, 1972.

146/ Final Environmental Statement, p. XII-6; Tr. 8085, 8086.
See also ALAB-106, supra.

147/ Tr. 7034-38, 7924-37.

148/ See, e.g., FES, p. XII-5; Tr. 6588-92; 7920.

. _ . - . .. - - -
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9. In their exception V. L. the Saginaw Intervenors

question the continuing validity of the Commission's

regulations in 10 CFR 950.35, which permit issuance of a

construction permit prior to the resolution of certain
issues or the gathering of certain data, subject to
certain conditions. The intervenors contend that NEPA
invalidates this procedure, and requires that both the

safety and environmental judgments with respect to the

facility be made on the basis of a " completely designed
facility."

This provision of AEC regulations is, of course, an

integral part of the Commission's two-step licensing
procedure. That procedure, as intervenors recognize, was

explicitly sanctioned by the Supreme Court in PRDC v.

International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers, AFL-CIO, 367 U. S. 396 (1961).149/ That decision,

which involved the Commission's safety regulations, approved
! a regimen where a construction permit could be issued ever
;

though final design of all components of a reactor had

not been completed, and even though information necessary
l

to be considered prior to operation of the reactor had

Lig/ Contrary to intervenors ' apparent belief (see excep-
tions, p. 125, fn. 32) we do not read PRDC as being

! premised on any requirement for a mandatory hearing
at the operating license stage.

:

., .. , , -- - - ,,
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9. In their exception V. L. the Saginaw Intervenors

question the continuing validity of the Commission's

regulations in 10 CFR E50.35, which permit issuance of a

construction permit prior to the resolution of certain
issues or the gathering of certain data, sunject to
certain conditions. The intervenors contend that NEPA
invalidates this procedure, and requires that both the

safety and environmental judgments with respect to the

facility be made on the basis of a " completely designed
facility."

This provision of AEC regulations is, of course, an

integral part of the Commission's two-step licensing
procedure. That procedure, as intervenors recognize, was

explicitly sanctioned by the Supreme Court in PRDC v.

International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine

Workers, AFL-CIO, 367 U. S. 396 (1961).149/ That decision,

which involved the Commission's safety regulations, approved
a regimen where a construction permit could be issued ever.

though final design of all components of a reactor had

not been completed, and even though information necessary
I

to be considered prior to operation of the reactor had

143/ Contrary to intervenors' apparent belief (see excep-
tions, p. 125, fn. 32) we do not read PRDC as being
premised on any requirement for a mandatory hearing
at the operating license stage.

- _ _ ._. . _ _ _ - - -_ _ _ , _ _ _ _ . - . -
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9. In their exception V. L. the Saginaw Intervenors

question the continuing validity of the Commission's

regulations in 10 CFR 550.35, which permit issuance of a

construction permit prior to the resolution of certain
issues or the gathering of certain data, subject to
certain conditions. The intervenors contend that NEPA
invalidates this procedure, and requires that both the

safety and environmental judgments with respect to the

facility be made on the basis of a " completely designed
facility."

This provision of AEC regulations is, of course, an

integral part of the Commission's two-step licensing
procedure. That procedure, as intervenors recognize, was
explicitly sanctioned by the Supreme Court in PRDC v.

International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers, AFL-CIO, 367 U. S. 396 (1961).149/ That decision,

which involved the Commission's safety regulations, approved
a regimen where a ccastruction permit could be issued even

i though final design of all components of a reactor had

not been completed, and even though information necessary
to be considered prior to operation of the reactor had

113/ Contrary to intervenors' apparent belief (see excep-
tions, p. 125, fn. , 32) we do not read PRDC as being
premised on any requirement for a mandatory hearingat the operating license stage.
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not yet been compiled. One necessary predicate for such

issuance, however, is findings by the Commission that such

further technical or design information as might be required

to complete the safety analysis, and which could reasonabl'y

be left for later consideration, would be supplied prior to
reactor operation. Additionally, it must be found that

safety features or components which require research and

development have been described by the applicant and that

the applicant has identified, and there will be conducted,
a research and development program reasonably designed to

resolve any safety questions associated with such features
0/or components.

When an applicant receives a construction permit

predicated upon such findings, it proceeds so at its own risk.

Prior to operation, the applicant must satisfy all safety
requirements; and if additional research performed or

data acquired during construction indicates that any

safety requirement cannot be satisfied, the operating
license must be denied or appropriately conditioned. As

PRDC indicates, this is so regardless of the amount of

money which an applicant may have expended during construction.,

|

150/ See 10 CFR 550.35 (a) .

_ _ . . . __. . _. _. .
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The same conditions govern the Commission's environ-

mental review. At the construction permit stage, a

licensing board is required to undertake a thorough analysis
of the projected environmental effect of the reactor. Where

additional information is needed, a board may permit the

development of such information during construction.

Nevertheless, with regard to aspects of plant operation
which may have an environmental impact -- e.g., effluent

releases which are governed by proposed Appendix I to

10 CFR Part 50 -- the plant must meet AEC regulatory
standards prior to operation.

NEPA did not overturn the PRDC decision, either

expressly or by implication. As one court has stressed,

it would be " wholly impracticable to require that the
ultimate environmental design * * * be included in the

EIS. * ** An undertaking of such magnitude is beyond the
scope of 9102 (2) (c) . "1 II Thus, in requiring the prepara-

tion of environmental impact statements, NEPA requires a

j thorough analysis of such information as can reasonably
be oktained -- and no more. As with safety matters, where

further information is needed, it must be obtained prior

151/ EDF v. Corps of Engineers, 348 F. Supp.
| VII, 938-39 (N.D. Miss. 1972).

.
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to issuance of an operating license, so that applicable

environmental standards will be satisfied.152/ |

The regulations of the Commission are consistent with

this view. Exception V. L. is accordingly denied.

10. The Mapleton Intervenors, in their exceptions
5, 6 and 7, take issue on a generalized basis with all

of the Licensing Board's environmental findings and con-
clusions. The only particular contentions which we can-

isolate from the broad generalities asserted are those

challenging the findings in paragraph 73 of the initial

decision (issues which we have dealt with in Part IV. 4.b,

supra); those challenging the Board's cost-benefit

balancing (see Parts IV. 4.b and XI. 1, supra); and those chal-

lenging the Board's treatment of the environmental effects of

major accidents (see Part IX supra) and low-level,

radiation releases (see Part IV. 4.b, supra). These excep-

tions are denied for the same reasons that we rejected

comparable assertions made by the Saginaw Intervenors.

| 11. In exception 11, the Mapleton Intervenors

except to the Board's asserted refusal to consider

152/ E185, Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2235; Cf. Arkansas
Power and Light Co. (Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 2),
ALAB-94, RAI-73-1 25, 30 (January 18, 1973).

|

|

|

|

|
'

i
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evidence purportedly offered by those intervenors on j

"the hazards of Electro-Magnetic Pulse (EMP) . " The

exceptions ~ do not identify the subject matter or content

of the evidence offered, or the occasion when the alleged
offer of proof was turned down. Lacking any particularity

whatever, this exception must be denied. See 10 CFR
!H2.762 (a) .

.

..

!

|

153/ At one point in the proceeding, the Mapleton Intervenors
indicated that they wished to offer testimony on "the
effect of a lack of electromagnetic capability on the
environment should the plant be built." (Tr. 2685).
The Board expressed the belief that this issue was
"outside the scope of the issues in this proceeding"
(Tr. 2688) but gave the intervenors the opportunity to
submit an offer-of-proof in writing (Tr. 2690). The
intervenors failed to take advantage of that invitation.

|

|
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XII. WATER QUALITY REQUIREMENTS

In its NEPA balancing, the Licensing Board con-

sidered the contemplated thermal discharges from this

! elying on studies conducted by the Michiganplant. R

Water Resources Commission, the Michigan Department of

Natural Resources, and Dow Chemical Co., the Board

found the Tittabawassee River to be of " depressed
quality". It further found, however, that the Michigan

Water Resources Commission was implementing a program

to upgrade the river; that there will be "some destruc-

tion" of aquatic life although, in view of the present
quality of the river, the amount was conjectural; but

~~

that even after improvement of the river, "the aquatic
!life destroyed should not be significant".

The Board required the applicant to conduct a

thorough ecological study prior to plant operation to

establish base line values, and noted that the applicant

"has committed itself to discharges that are significantly
lower than those permitted by the standards for thermal,

releases and total dissolved solids". In the latter

connection, the record indicates that the applicant has

committed itself to a cooling system designed to " limit

159 Initial Decision, par. 62-63, 77.
15 V Id. , par. 63.

.. . _ . - _ - - . __.
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the temperature of the pond discharge [into the river]

to approximately 1 F above the ambient temperature of

the river";b5N!and that State standards currently would

permit a rise of 5 F above ambient temperature.

Under NEPA, the Board's handling of the thermal issue

was appropriate, and the balance struck was reasonable.

However, on October 18, 1972 -- after the close of

evidentiary hearings but prior to the initial decision --

the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972
.

(P.L. 92-500, 86 Stat. 816, hereinafter FWPCA) became law.

The FWPCA, as recognized by the Commission's Interim

! s applicable to licensing proceed-Policy Statement, i

ings such as this, where no final Commission action had

been taken prior to October 18, 1972.

Our recent Hanford decision discussed the impact of
the FWPCA on proceedings such as this one. The FWPCA

may affect the Commission's NEPA responsibilities in the
area of water quality. The Commission's NEPA responsi-

bilities will be modified as various implementing actions
are taken under the FWPCA by the Environmental Protection

Agency and the State. The Policy Statement harmonizes

the AEC's licensing responsibilities under NEPA with the

156/ FES, p. III-8.
- 157/ " Interim Policy Statement on Implementation of

Section 511 of the FWPCA" (Policy Statement),
38 F.R. 2679, January 29, 1973.

158/ Washincton Public Power Sucolv System (Ilanford
No. 2 Nuclear Power Plant) , ALAB-ll3 (April 12, 1973).

!

- - -- - . . . -. - -. - _ - -.
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requirements of the FWPCA to assure that, until various

FWPCA implementing actions are taken, the Commission will

continue to carry out its NEPA functions in full.

On February 28, 1973, the State of Michigan's Water

Resources Commission certified that with respect to the
i

Midland Nuclear Plant, " pursuant to Section 401 of the

FWPCA, as amended,* * * there is not an applicable effluent

limitation or other limitation under Sections 301(b) and.

302 of the FWPCA * * * and there is not an applicable

standard under sections 306 and 307 thereof".159/
The applicant (through its counsel at the oral

argument before this Board) committed itself to adhere

to whatever standards might be imposed by the FWPCA. !

Moreover, the applicant will be recuired, without any

159/ The Section 401 certification is in addition
to the certification received by the applicant
on March 12, 1971, under Section 21(b), the
section of the FWPCA which prescribed the
certification requirements prior to its October
1972 amendments. We need not rely on that
certification in this proceeding because of the
February 28, 1973, Section 401 certification.
We note that the Environmental Protection Agency
has also conducted the review of Michigan's
water cuality standards (in effect prior to the
October 1972 amendments to the FWPCA), as pro-
vided by Section 303 (a) (1) and (a) (2) of the

'

FWPCA.

160/ AB Tr. 110, 147-8.

-- . . .- . - - __
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implementing action on AEC's part, to comply with appli-

cable limitations or other requirements promulgated or
imposed pursuant to the FWPCA.

In these circumstances, we are justified in determin-

ing that the Midland facilities will comply with the

applicable limitations or other requirements of the FWPCA.

While State law would apparently permit a variation
in ambient temperature of up to 5 F, the applicant has

.

agreed with the State of Michigan to meet a 1 F limita-
tion. This agreement is between the State of Michigan

and the applicant and is not a result of any condition
imposed in this proceeding. The Licensing Board per-

formed its NEPA balance in the water quality area on the
basis of the agreed-to limitation. The Board ha0 carried
out its NEPA functions in the water quality aree. in full
so that there is no gap in the environmental revien in

!that area.

;

|

|

16 V Saginaw Intervenors' exception V.G. contendsthat the Licensing Board failed to do an
independent cost-benefit analysis of the
State of Michigan water quality standards.
Authorities cited by the intervenors do
not support this assertion. Section 511 of
the FRPCA does not impose on Federal licens-
ing agencies any such NEPA responsibility
regarding water quality matters.

_
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XIII. REMAINING EXCEPTIONS

We have carefully considered all of intervenors'

other exceptions and find them without merit. With respect

1 !to the Saginaw Intervenors' claim that certain of the

Licensing Board's findings and conclusions were not accom-

panied by a sufficiently detailed articulation of their

basis, we have previously described the standard of

specificity mandated by the applicable statutory and

regulatory requirements as one which " requires communi-

cation of what has been decided and such findit.gs as will

permit the par -ies, the public, and a reviewing court to

ascertain the agency's reasoning in reaching its decision."163/

We are satisfied that the initial decision meets that

standard.164/ None of the remaining exceptions warrants

any discussion at all.

162/ Exceptions II. K., II. M. and IV. H.

163/ Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation (Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-73, WASH-1218
(Suppl. 1) 495, 497 (October 11, 1972). See also
Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station),
ALAB-83, WASH-1218 (Suppl. 1) 552, 569 (December 4,
1972); Trustees of Columbia University in the City of
New York, ALAB-62, WASH-1218 (Suppl. 1) 464, 465
(July 28, 1972).

164/ Moreover, intervenors' failure to file adequate pro-
posed findings and conclusions gives a hollow ring
to their claim that the Licensing Board should have
gone into greater detail.

- . - _ _ _ _ . _ .-
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XIV. CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, the authorization of

the issuance of construction permits to the Midland

facility was correct. Accordingly, subject to the

modification directed in ALAB-106, the initial decision

of the Licensing Board is affirmed.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING
APPEAL BOARD

Jdinsns f $ |$idt '

Mayrt aret E. Du FloJ
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

Dated: May 18, 1973
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